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CHAPTERI

INTRODUCTION
1. GENERAL OUTLINE

The cowpea [Vigna unguiculata(L.) WALP.] is probably one of the most
ancient vegetable sources of human food. According to CHEVALIER (17) the
plant was first mentioned in Grecian texts 300B.C., but Vigna as a crop plant
seems to have existed as early as the neolithic age.
The centre of origin of the cowpea is uncertain. According to BURKILL (14)
it iseither in Asia or Africa. WIGHT (102)stated that the cultivated cowpea isa
native of India, Persia and the southern part of the Trans-Caspian district and
that its cultivation extended to China at a very early period. VAVILOV (95)
came to nearly the same conclusion as WIGHT (I.e.) in respect of the Asiatic
origin of the cultivated cowpeas. He considered India as the primary and
China asthe secondary centre of origin inAsia; Ethiopia asthecentre of origin
in Africa. In many papers it is stated, on the authority of PIPER (79), that the
cultivated cowpea originated in Central Africa, a statement which is based on
a number of wild Vignaspecies from Africa. Wild Vignaspecies are found in
Asia as well as in Africa but also in the pastures of Nicaragua (101). Cowpeas
may have been carried very early along the ancient coastal and Indian trade
routes. At present it is impossible to determine with certainty whether their
migration started in Asia, Africa or in both (90).
Although the cultivation of the cowpea in the Old World is of a very early
date, the plant was not introduced into the New World before the latter half of
the seventeenth century and it probably reached the south of the USA during
the first half of the eighteenth century (102). Nowadays cowpeas are grown in
New- and Old-World tropics and subtropics where they provide food for
millions ofpeopleand feed for avast number oflivestock(90).
In Asia and Africa cowpeas are mainly grown in small areas around homesteads, often interplanted with other food crops such as cassava, yam, maize,
tPennisetum or Sorghum. In Africa the most important leguminous crops, in
terms of production and food crops, are groundnut, cowpea and Bambarra
groundnut {Voandzeiasubterranea),in that order (90). Not only the dry seeds
but also, dependent upon the variety, green pods and seeds or even young
leaves may be eaten.
Cultivation on a large scale occurs in the south of the USA, Australia,
Southern Rhodesia and South Africa where cowpeas are mainly grown as a
fodder crop for domestic animals and also as a cover crop and green manure.
Specially selected, edible varieties provide a popular food in Florida and
California where freezing and canning have extended their use(63).
The pulse does not enter into international trade and no world production
figuresare available.
The fact that the cowpea, better than most other leguminous crops (56, 67),
succeeds under a great diversity of climatic, soil and cultural conditions, and
also its wide use and properties as a human food, make it a principal food
crop. Although thiswas already understood for a long time, little research hasbeen done on the cowpea. Early work on experimental stations consisted
mainly in selecting and breeding for improved and disease-resistant varieties.
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Later on, foreign introductions have been made for both breeding and propagation purposes. A general improvement of the crop and its cultivation,
however,onlywillbepossiblethroughabetterunderstandingofits fundamental
requirements for growth and development.
2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Thereisaverylimited amount ofliterature onthephysiologyofthecowpea.
Most of the work done concerns genetics and breeding of improved and
disease-resistant varieties. In an article in 1955 on cultural practices in the
production of cowpeas LORZ (63) put forth a number of recommendations
which were based on commonly adopted cultural methods. He stated that
"many of the recommendations doubtless will have to be modified by later
research". In fact, one of the most fundamental problems, the choice of
suitableclimaticconditionsfor successful cropproduction,hasnotbeenstudied
yet.
Long before GARNER and ALLARD (28) emphasized the significance of the
photoperiod as a factor which may determine the time of flowering, it was
already known in the USA that for seed production cowpeas should be sown
rather late in the season, i.e.towards the shorter days of autumn. When cowpeas were grown for hay, sowing was recommended during the period May
15 toJuly 15,i.e. duringthelongsummerdays(3,72).
Severalauthors (46,67,78)attributed the production ofa mass of foliage at
the expense of seedschiefly to rich soils and moist seasons, although the effect
of the sowing date was also recognized. Thus, MOOERS (66) at the Tennesee
Experiment Station, found that Whippoorwill cowpeas sown at April 15,
May 1,May 15,June 4,June 7and June 29,all becamemature on about the
same date. The earliest sowing required 183 days to mature whereas the last
needed but 101days. Although factors such as temperature and rainfall may
haveaffected theresults,themarkeddifferences inlifeperiodmustbeattributed
mainly to daylength effects.
On account of the observation that some tropical varieties did notflower•
under the prevailing conditions in Virginia, Mississippi or northern Florida
PIPER (80) concluded that this was due primarily to the "daylight being too
long during the growing season". Even at latitudes wheredifferences in daylength occur of only one hour, an effect of the sowing date was observed.
FAULKNER and MACKIE (22), for instance, stated that in Nigeria the right
season for sowing cowpeas isJuly or August, or even September in the south;
for ifthey are planted earlier they produce little or no seed although they may
growverywell.
In two publications it has been reported that the growth habit of some
varieties may vary with the date of sowing (daylength). This type of varietal
behaviour hasbeen reported for thefirsttime by LORZ (I.e.).In Florida itwas
observed that late maturing varieties grown in the greenhouse during winter
developed asbunch types.Thesamevarietiessowninthefieldat thebeginning
of March produced a few flowers and pods before the onset of the longest
day, then stopped flowering, grew vegetatively by producing running vines
during the summer and resumed flower and pod production duringtheshorter
autumn days. The second case was reported by LIGON (56).The variety New
Era,whensownattheOklahoma Experimental Stationinearly May,produced
4
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prostrate to semi-prostrate plants, butwhenplanted in lateJulytheplantswere
of the short-branched bunch type.
In the literature a few experiments have been reported in which cowpeas
were exposed to controlled photoperiods. ALLARD and ZAUMEYER (2) exposed
plants of the variety Brabham to five photoperiods and obtained a slight
short-day response. HEGWOOD and HAMMETT (39), who worked with one
variety and two photoperiods, did not obtain anydifference in either vegetative
growth or flowering. Very marked reactions to the photoperiod have been
obtained by NJOKU (75). In his experiments with four Nigerian varieties he
observed that in photoperiods of 12h 45 min or longer no inflorescence primordia became visible within a period of 67 days after sowing, whereas in
photoperiods of 11h 30min or shorter it was only 30daysbefore inflorescence
primordia appeared. In photoperiods longer than 12h, however, flower buds
never opened and soon abscised. The results obtained in fixed daylengths
were compared with those obtained in a date-of-sowing experiment. The
results showed clearly that the varieties used were very sensitive tothe photoperiod. Only the July to January plantings flowered and fruited. The February
and March plantings formed flower buds which did not open. Plants sown in
April to June did not initiate inflorescence primordia at all. The observations
were done at Ibadan - lat. 7°26'N - where the astronomical daylength ranges
from 11h 41min in December to 12h 33min in June.
In spite of the few data available, some preliminary conclusions seem to be
justified. The cowpea may be regarded as a short-day plant. The correct
sowing date of the crop depends mainly on the plant's sensitivity to the
photoperiod, which in some varieties is apparently very high. Inflorescence
primordia may be initiated, but further development of the inflorescence does
not occur, which suggests a critical daylength for flowering. Somedata indicate
that both vegetative and reproductive development may be affected by the
photoperiod. However, in all these observations of plant behaviour it may
well be that non-photoperiodic effects such as photosynthesis and/or temperature have affected the results. Therefore, until results of more extensive
experimentation become available, the provisional character of these conclusions has to be emphasized.
3. SCOPE OFTHE PRESENT INVESTIGATIONS

In the present work some aspects of the influence of the daylength on
floweringand vegetative development have been studied. In some experiments
also non-photoperiodic factors such as temperature and light intensity have
been considered.
In Part I the experiments on the vegetative growth, mainly stem elongation,
are described. Part II deals with the experiments on reproductive development,
including inflorescence initiation, inflorescence development and flowering
proper. The relation between vegetative and reproductive development and its
agricultural implications are discussed in Part III.
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CHAPTERII

MATERIAL AND METHODS
1. PLANT MATERIAL

1.1. Some remarks on the taxonomy
A brief outline will be presented here of some aspects of the taxonomy of
the cowpea which are relevant to the subject dealt with in this work.
Vignaunguiculata (L.) WALP. is a member of the family of the Papilionaceae,
the largest and most important of the three divisions of the Leguminoscte.
The genus VignaSAVI,closelyrelated toPhaseolusL.and Dolichos L., consists
of a great many species of which V. unguiculata is the main cultivated one. In
the literature it has been suggested that the cultivated cowpeas belong to
species, sub-species and varieties (see e.g. 17,24, 78,90).However, it is of little
practical importance whether they are considered to belong to one or more
species since they can be readily hybridized (78). It is not improbable, therefore, that some (or all) of the cultivated forms are, in fact, hybrids (78).
The classification and nomenclature of cowpeas are very confusing. For
example, HALL (32)and FAO (21)list cowpea varieties from different countries
partly under the name Vigna sinensis (L.) SAVI EX HASSK. and partly under
Vigna unguiculata (L.) WALP. with as synonym for the latter Vigna catjang (L.)
WALP. AS early as 1912 PIPER (78) stated that since the beginning of the use of
binomial nomenclature in botany at least eight specific names had been given
to cowpea. Hence the statement of BURKILL (14) "to increase the confusion,
other botanists of LINNAEUS' time and immediately after him, added other
names". Recently SELLSCHOP (90) traced the taxonomic history of the cowpea.
From his study it becomes apparent that the original specimen as described
by LINNAEUS has never been found. Therefore, the later taxonomic studies
were rejected since all botanists referred to specimens of which it is not known
whether they are identical with the type of Dolichos unguiculatus as described
by LINNAEUS.
SELLSCHOP

(I.e.) came to the conclusion that "it would be preferable to
take as the type LINNAEUS' original description, to admit that a type-specimen
had not so far come to light, and that the correct name for the cultivated
cowpea is Vignaunguiculata (L.) W A L P . " . According to this author the correctness of this name has been confirmed by the authorities of the Royal Botanic
Gardens, Kew (see 90). Therefore, we have used this name to designate the
cultivated cowpea. Vignasinensis (L.) SAVI EX HASSK. should be regarded as a
synonym.
1.2. Botanical data
The cowpea is a rapidly growing, mainly climbing or twining annual herb
with a strong tap root which sends out large side roots. The different varieties
may show, however, every possible growth habit from perfectly prostrate to
tall and bushy forms. With a few exceptions the cowpea continues to grow
"indefinitely" provided environmental conditions are favourable.
Thesmooth stemsbearalternating,trifoliate leavesonlongpetioles subtended
by spurred or auricled stipules which protect the young leaves and the apical
and axillary meristems of the stem tip. The leaflets are pointed, the terminal
oneislargerand longerthan theasymmetricallateralleaflets;theyare subtended
6
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by inconspicuous stipels. Only the two opposite primary leaves of the young
seedling are simple.
The "papilionaceous" flowers are arranged in racemose or indeterminate
inflorescences at the ends of long stout peduncles which arise in the axils of
the leaves. Terminal inflorescences occur but are exceptional. The flowers
are borne in alternate pairs, 8 to 12 pairs may occur per inflorescence, but
usually only two pairs develop. Bypreventing the formation of pods, however,
each pair offlowersmay be forced to bloom in succession. The pedicel of each
flowerisvery short and bears at itsbase three bractswhichareearly deciduous.
The ten stamens are diadelphous, the vexillar one being free. The sessile ovary
is many-ovuled and after fertilization grows out into a pod. The style is
longitudinally bearded along the inner side and ends into an oblique stigma.
The corollas vary in colour from white or nearly white to pale violet or purple.
White flowers are mainly associated with white or partly white seeds. Between
the flowers orbudsof eachpairthereisanoblongraisedcushionhavingusually
2 to 8 extra-floral nectaries commonly arranged in a single row and these
exude a sweet liquid. The flowers open early in the morning and close before
noon. Eachfloweropensbut once, after blooming it wilts and collapses.
Self-fertilization is probably very common among the cowpeas since pollen
is shed before the flowers have opened. Inflorescences are often visited by
honey bees and bumble-bees which are chiefly attracted by the extra-floral
nectaries. During the experiments, however, it was never observed that visiting
insects entered theflowers.
The long pods are cylindrical, somewhat curved and usually slightly constricted between the seeds. Most varieties do not shatter their seeds. Some,
however, dehisce much more easily than others.
The seeds differ in colour, shape and size.They may be uniformly coloured,
spotted, marbled or speckled. Well-known are the typeswith the second colour
concentrated around the hilum such as in the blackeyed and browneyed cowpeas. The shape of the seed may vary from kidney-shaped to globose and is
closely correlated with that of the pod. Where the seedsare separate from each
other during their development they will become kidney-shaped, whereas in
case the seeds are closely crowded they are either globose or compressed when
mature. The length of the seeds may vary from 5 to 15 mm but is usually
about 9to 10mm.
1.3. Plant material usedintheexperiments
A preliminary experiment was carried out with 14 varieties imported from
different partsof theworld (Table 1,p.8). Since the plant material supplied by
the experiment stations did not alwaysconsist ofindigenousvarieties but sometimes also of foreign varieties, a distinction ismade between the origin of each
variety and the station from which it was obtained. In addition to the varietal
names, their catalogue numbers in the collections of the corresponding experiment stations are also given. In cases where no varietal name is available, the
varietieswillbeindicated bythis catalogue number.
2. METHOD OF GROWING COWPEA PLANTS

In the experiments described in this work cowpea plants were grown in the
following way.
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TABLE 1. Particulars of thevarieties used in the experiments
Origin

Variety

Cataloguenumber

Regional Research Station,
Samaru,Zaria, Nigeria.

L1645
L1643
L742
L510

Indian Agricultural Research
Institute,New Delhi.

I.C.2925
I.C.669

Kor

USDA, Plant Introduction Section,
Beltsville, Maryland.

PI 163142

FC31705

Landbouwproefstation,
Paramaribo, Surinam.

-

Early Red

InstitutoAgronomicodo Estado de
Sao Paulo, Campinas, Brazil.

531

Bechuanaland

Going
CPMl

Mahalapye Experimental Station,
Mahalapye, Bechuanaland.

-

Columbia

Ombligo Negro

Estacion Agricola Experimental
"TulioOspina", Medellin,
Columbia.

Tolima4
Magdalena 9

South Africa

-

USDA,Plant Introduction Section,
Beltsville, Maryland.

PI221731

Nigeria

Ex-Lafia-A
Ex-Bukuru-A
Banta-B
Kananan
Wake-A

Imported from

India

USA

Germination of seed and the raising of young seedlings was performed in
four stages. Seeds were, if necessary, pretreated, i.e. hard seed coats were
scarred. Seeds were then placed, with the radicle pointing downwards, in a
fine 1/1 sand-soilmixtureat adepth of0.5cmbelowthesoilsurface. Thesandsoilmixturewaswetted tillfield capacityandtheseedflatswerestoredfor 16 h
at 20°C. Subsequently they were transferred to thermostat-controlled cells
(temperature28°C,relativeair-humidity95-100%).Theseconddayaftersowing
theseedlingshad not yet emerged above the soil surface. Roots of vigorously
germinating seeds had already reached a length of 3 to 7 cm at that stage,
however. Thesevigorously germinating seedswerelifted and transplanted into
smallpotswhichcontained thesamesoilmixture(theseedswereagain covered
with0.5cmsoil,potswereplacedinthegreenhouse).Twodayslater thecotyledonswerevisible. The seedlingswere again lifted, soakedin water for about 5
minutes and seed coats were removed. Plantlets were then transplanted in
their proper position in pots in the greenhouse.
A light sandy soil, thoroughly mixed with some peat, leaf mould and some
farmyard manure, was used. Plants were grown individually in pots (contents
2.5 litres) which were dug in cisterns containing the same soil. As a basic
dressing onegramme of ammonium nitrate wasadded to thepots.To prevent
roots from growing out of the pots through the drainage hole in the bottom,
the pots were frequently lifted during the experiments.
Distanceswerenotkeptuniform butdepended completely upon the type of
experiment and upon the variety used. Usually varieties were grown in rows
running north-south but the experiments sometimes made it necessary to deviate from this general practice.
8
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The growth habit of most varieties made it nearly always necessary to
support the plants. Plants wereeither trained along twineshanging from bamboo sticks and tied to the hypocotyl of the plants, or trained along canes.
Photoperiodtreatmentswereappliedimmediatelyafter thefinaltransplanting.
Photoperiods longer than 10 hours consisted of 10 hours natural daylight
supplemented with low-intensity light. The supplementary light was partly
applied before and partly after the daylight period. Daylight was given from
7 a.m. till 5 p.m. Photoperiods shorter than 10 hours consisted of daylight
only. Light treatments were always applied in such a way that 50% of the
photoperiod fell before and 50%after noon. All photoperiod treatments were
based on the 24hcycle.
All experiments, except those conducted under completely controlled
temperature conditions, were carried out in the greenhouse. The temperature
inthegreenhousecouldnotbecontrolled. Duringspringandautumn minimum
temperatures were kept above 15°Cby heating. The relative air-humidity was
kept above 50% by means of 6 hygrostat-controlled, centrifugal humidifiers.
Temperature and humidity were recorded by a thermo-hygrograph at 40 cm
above planting level. For temperature records see Graph 1.
TEMPERATURE IN °C
MAXIMA
AVERAGES
MINIMA

40 -

30

20 -

'

GRAPH 1.

Maximum, minimum and average temperatures per 10 days for the seasons 1961
(left) and 1962(right).
3. THE DARK-ROOMEQUIPMENT

The dark-room equipment consisted of 32soil-filled metal cisterns mounted
on railsfor movingthem inand out oftheeight compartments ofa large shed.
A different photoperiod treatment could be given to each of the cisterns.
Four strong fans changed the air of the dark rooms twice per minute. The
temperature inside the dark rooms waskept at the same level as in the greenhouse.
For controlling the photoperiod supplementary light was used with an intensity of about 6000 erg/sec/cm2 at 50cm below the lamps. The light source
consisted of two 40 Watt daylight fluorescent tubes (Philips, TLF/55), which
weremounted on a panel at 12cm distance from each other. The tubes could
beadjusted for height above the cisternsand wereusually kept at about 50cm
from the stem tips. The equipment for supplementary light was operated by
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electric time switches permitting any combination of photoperiod and nyctoperiod within a cycleof 24hours.

P A R T I. V E G E T A T I V E G R O W T H
GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Light maybeconsidered as a decisivefactor in plant growth. It supplies the
energy required for the assimilation of carbon dioxide in the photosynthetic
process. This,however, isnot the only function of light inplant growth. Light
is also responsible for the normal appearance of plants: it determines, for
instance,the height,the sizeofthe leaves,thelength oftheinternodes,and the
formation of protochlorophyll.
Theeffects of light on a greenplant can roughlybedivided into twogroups,
which may be distinguished as photo-energetic processes and photo-stimulus
processes(97).
Photosynthesis belongs to the first group. The second group consists of a
largenumber ofprocesses, suchastropisms,photoperiodism, stem elongation,
leafexpansion,pigment formation, seedgermination,whichmaybesubdivided
into the movement processes and the formative processes. Generally speaking
it can be said that the photo-stimulus processes can be accomplished with
relativelylowlightintensities,whereasphotosynthesisrequiresratherhighlight
intensities in order to obtain measurable responses.
Since GARNER and ALLARD (28) discovered the reaction of plants to the
relative length of day and night, photoperiodism in respect offloweringhas
been one of themost extensively studied formative processes.The term photoperiodism, as used by GARNER and ALLARD (I.e.), covers in addition to
flowering, numerous physiological processes which are controlled by the daylength, such as seed germination, pigment and anthocyanin formation, indoleacetic acid oxidase activity, rooting, elongation, leaf expansion, accumulation of food reserves, the onset and breaking of dormancy in perennials,
and leaf abscission (seee.g.20, 52,57,71,103).
Although the effect of daylength on vegetative growth was recognized early
inthehistoryofphotoperiodism (29),thisaspectdidnotreceivemuch attention
in later work. The regulation of the vegetative growth of many plants by
daylength isclearly demonstrated by the growth of a greatmany perennials in
which the onset of winter dormancy is largely controlled by the photoperiod.
There are several more examples. MURNEEK (69), for instance, reported that
the growth of themain axisof annuals can beinhibited or retarded by certain
photoperiods. He suggested the term photoperiodic inhibition for thisphenomenon. Photoperiodic inhibition is, for example, demonstrated in the wild
kidney bean, where,under particular daylength conditions, the climbing habit
of the bean ischanged intoadwarf,bushygrowth(1).
These phenomena may be of interest in agricultural and horticultural
practicesince a promoted vegetative growth may counteract the production
of flowers and of seeds, whereas the production capacity of dwarf plants is
usually low.
In the present work it has been attempted to investigate the effect of short
and long days on growth phenomena of the stem and of individual leaves. In
10
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addition, the effects on stem elongation of several other factors, such as light
intensity, temperature and gibberellic acid, have been studied.
CHAPTERIII

SPECIFIC LIGHT EFFECTS
1. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

1.1. Stem elongation
In a preliminary experiment, in which the 14varieties mentioned in Table 1,
p. 8, >vere used, plants were exposed to 15 different photoperiods ranging
from 6 to 24h, to investigate varietal differences in photoperiodic response.
Per variety and per treatment 6plants were used. Plant heights were recorded
every four to five days from about three weeksafter sowing. Stem lengths were
measured between the primary leaves and the stem tip. Fifty days from sowing
several plants, dependent on photoperiod and variety, had already reached a
height of about 2 m and further measurements of stem lengths became impossible. After an additional ten days the experiment was terminated.
Someresultsonmain stemelongation for anumber ofrepresentative varieties
are listed in Table 2. In addition, Table 3 shows,some data on internode
TABLE2. Mainstemlengths(incm)atdifferent photoperiods.Datarecorded46days(45 days

inFC31705)after sowing.Averagesofsixplants
Photoperiod
inhours
7
9
11
13
15
17J
19
21i
24

Variety
Ex-Lafia-A

Going

PI221731

FC31705

Kor

7.4
12.4
12.3
106.1
114.7
120.9
116.7
105.0
108.0

29.8
63.6
60.4
99.6
102.8
110.6
94.3
102.0
113.6

46.6
56.4
60.3
73.2
87.9
85.6
65.6
80.0
69.6

65.3
117.7
131.5
164.2
170.0
149.3
145.1
169.8
161.0

64.8
139.3
155.6
156.6
164.1
162.8
133.9
142.7
159.4

length for these varieties. These indicate that in general an increase in the
length ofthephotoperiod isassociated withan increase in internode elongation
until amaximum isreached at photoperiods of 14to 16h.At stilllonger photoperiods internode length remained practically constant. Varietal differences
are marked. The variety Ex-Lafia-A formed very short internodes in all photoperiods, but the differences between short and long days were relatively more
marked than for the other varieties. Although the internodes of the variety
Going are much longer than those of the variety Ex-Lafia-A, yet they can be
regarded as rather short. In cowpeas an increase in internode length with
increasing photoperiod has been reported earlier by HEGWOOD and HAMMETT
(39). It has also been found in sesame (92), Kalanchoe(34) and groundnut
(23).
From the results in Table 2 it appears that in Ex-Lafia-A stem elongation
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool\ Wageningen 63(3), 1-82(1963)
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TABLE3. Internode length of the main stem in different photoperiods. Total length (in mm)
of first 5internodes. Averages of six plants
Variety
Photoperiod
in hours
8
10
12
14
16
19
24

Ex-Lafia-A

Going

PI 221731

FC 31705

Kor

48
46
69
69
68
71
86

97
110
107
124
118
128
121

196
236
227
232
276
263
263

218
269
250
293
309
326
326

279
326
323
352
399
377
380

iscompletely inhibited in short photoperiods. Plants remained very short. The
reduced height of PI221731in all photoperiods wasdue to the formation of a
terminal inflorescence which prevented further stem elongation. Also in the
varietyGoingthemain stemelongationappearedtobecontrolledbythephotoperiod but theplantsbecamemuch taller than those of thevariety Ex-Lafia-A.
The two remaining varieties did not show any direct response to the photoperiod. In daylengths shorter than 10h a reduced height is probably mainly
duetoalimitationinthephotosynthesiswhichcausesadeficiency ofassimilates.
The photoperiodic control of stem growth is a well-known phenomenon
inmanyperennialsbutannualsmayalsoshowthisbehaviour.Inthe short-day
plants Biloxi soybean (68) and Lespedeza cuneata(4) stem elongation is
abruptly retarded byexposureto a short photoperiod, but the samemay occur
inlong-dayplants(27).Theoppositeresponsehasalsobeenfound. DANIELSON
(18), for instance, observed that when plants of a day-neutral variety of Cucumis sativus were grown in three photoperiods of 8, 12and 16h respectively,
stemelongation under 16hourswasretarded whereasmaximalstemelongation
occurred inthe 8h photoperiod.
According to.their growth habit the 14 varieties studied in a preliminary
experiment (seep. 8)maybeclassed intofour groups,viz.:
a. Ex-Lafia-A, Ex-Bukuru-A, Kananan Wake-A and CPM 1.
Thesevarietiesarecharacterized bythephenomenon that inphotoperiods of
11h and shorter, stem elongation is completely inhibited, whereas in longer
photoperiods stem elongation continues until fruits are formed and the plants
die off. When grown in short photoperiods the plants are of a short-branched
bunchtype,internodesremainveryshort(seeTable3)andonly7to 10trifoliate
leaves are formed on the main stem. In photoperiods of 12 h and longer,
however, the plants become twining and produce long winding branches.
A promoted vegetative growth does not necessarily imply non-flowering
plants,however. In photoperiods of 12h plantsfloweredand fruited although
stemelongation onlystoppedwhenpodsmatured. Under ourconditionsplants
ofthisgroupneverfloweredinphotoperiodsof 13 hand longer.
b. FC31705,IC669,Kor, Early Red, Ombligo Negro and Magdalena 9.
Stem elongation isnot photoperiodically inhibited buttheplantscontinueto
growuntil pods mature and theplants die off. Inallphotoperiodslongtwining
branches are formed and main stems may attain lengths of several metres,
12
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whilemanyleavesareproduced. Theinternodes of thesevarietiesareconsiderably longer than those of the former group (see Table 3).
c. Going and Banta-B.
Thisgroupmay beregarded as intermediate between the groups(a) and (b).
In short photoperiods stem elongation is not completely inhibited, but in
comparison with thevarieties ofgroup (b)theplants remainmuch shorter (see
Table 2). In short photoperiods the plants are short-branched although the
main stemmaytwine.
d. PI221731.
Thevegetative growth of this variety islimited bythe formation of terminal
inflorescences. A number of the plants of a different variety, IC2925,showed
a similar behaviour. However, some plants were found in this variety which
showed the growth habit of group (b) and did not flower in long days. The
apparently geneticallyveryimpurevariety IC2925hasnot beenused in further
work. For both varieties it was observed thatneither inflorescence initiation,
nor the number of trifoliate leaves preceding the initiation of the terminal
inflorescence of the main stem, could be affected by any photoperiodic treatment. Both varieties are of the bunch type.
As was already shown for IC 2925, the homogeneity of some varieties left
much to be desired. Therefore, further investigations were carried out only
with those varieties which were found to be genetically sufficiently homogeneous.Fortheabovegroupsthesevarietiesare:(a) Ex-Lafia-A and Ex-BukuruA, (b) Ombligo Negro, Kor and Early Red, (c) Going, and (d) PI221731.
The foregoing shows that the varieties belonging to the first group are the
mostinterestingonesinsofarastheeffect ofthephotoperiod onstemelongation
is concerned. The experiments described in this part will therefore mainly be
devoted to the effect of short and/or long days on stem elongation of these
particular varieties.
1.2. Leafdevelopment
During the preliminary experiment described earlier (p. 11), leaf countings
were carried out at regular intervals from about two weeks after sowing.
Generally it was found that the rate of leaf production increased with an increase in photoperiod. In daylengths from 6to 10h photosynthesis very likely
affected growth and thus leaf production. At very short photoperiods growth
was probably hampered by a lack of assimilates. From 10to 14h the rate of
leafproduction graduallyincreased.Thereafter itremainedpractically constant.
In some cases a decrease in leaf number was found in continuous light. This
may indicate that continuous illumination is less favourable to the growth of
some varieties. However, effects other than the photoperiod may have caused
this phenomenon. A few data are presented in Table 4. It seems that, at least
to some extent, leaf production is correlated with stem elongation. Without
further stem elongation, leaf production becomes impossible. The opposite,
i.e. further stem elongation without leaf production, has been observed in
exceptional cases only.
In Ex-Lafia-A and corresponding varieties, leaf production is limited in
photoperiods of 11 h and shorter. As mentioned earlier PI 221731 forms an
exception. For the remaining varieties it holds that both leaf production and
stem elongation continue until the plants mature.
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TABLE4. The number of leaves on the main stem produced in different photoperiods. Tota1
number of leavesper six plants. Data recorded 44 days after sowing
Photoperiod
in hours

Variety
Ex-Lafia-A

Going

PI221731

FC 31705

Kor

48
58
55
76
82
81
82
80

49
53
54
57
58
60
58
58

49
50
53
49
54
50
50
51

42
53
56
61
62
61
60
54

43
50
55
54
52
52
51
50

7
9
11
13
15
17*
21*
24

In order to investigatewhether theleaf sizewasaffected bythe photoperiod,
the area of the fourth trifoliate leaf of plants of the varieties Ex-Lafia-A and
Ex-Bukuru-A wasmeasured. The area of the top leaflet and of the entire leaf
were determined separately. Since a positive correlation was found between
them (r = 0.97 and 0.96 for Ex-Lafia-A and Ex-Bukuru-A respectively), only
the area of the top leaflet was determined in further work. The number of
varieties in which the area of the top leaflet of the fourth trifoliate leaf was
determined, was extended with the varieties Going, Kor and Early Red. The
results (Table 5) show that daylength exerts a marked influence on leaf exTABLE5. Effect of the photoperiod on the size of the top leaflet of the fourth trifoliate leaf
(incm2).Averagesofsixplants
Photoperiod in hours
Variety

Ex-Bukuru-A .
Ex-Lafia-A . .
Kor
Early Red . . .

6

8

10

12

14

16

19

24

24.2
19.8
24.4
52.5
53.3

35.3
24.2
35.8
68.2
75.1

41.1
27.3
43.4
82.2
80.2

52.4
33.2
46.5
84.5
96.4

33.9
53.0
89.3
92.8

55.0
37.4
50.6
87.7
100.9

55.1
34.8
57.5
87.4
100.6

54.4
41.3
61.4
83.1
93.8

pansion. Generally, leaf area increases with increasing photoperiods. In a
photoperiod of24h,theleafareadecreasedinthevarietiesKorand Early Red,
but increased in the varieties Ex-Lafia-A and Going. Continuous illumination
even resulted in a maximum leaf size in the latter two varieties. Leaves were
smallest in aphotoperiod of 6h.
An increase in leaf area with increasing photoperiods has been reported
previously for sesame (92),Kalanchoe (34) and other short-day plants (13).
Since photoperiods shorter than 10 h were obtained byusing shorter daylight periods, non-photoperiodic effects, probably mainly as a result of a
limitation of photosynthesis, may have influenced leaf expansion. The data
of Table 5furthermore indicate that leavesof thevarieties Kor and Early Red
are much larger than those of the other three varieties. Leaves of Ex-Lafia-A
were smallest. It was noticed that varieties belonging to group (b) (seep. 12)
14
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are all characterized by large leaves,whereas leaves of the varieties belonging
to group (a)and (c)weremuch smaller.
The effect of the photoperiod on leaf expansion may probably explain the
higher rates of leaf production found in longphotoperiods. With plants grown
in photoperiods of 10h and longer, all plants received a 10h daylight period.
However, plants grown in "long" photoperiods, 14 h for instance, produced
larger leaves than plants grown in e.g. a 10 h photoperiod. As a result, the
increaseinvegetative growthofthe"14h" ascomparedwiththe"10h" plants
maybe due to differences in photosynthetic output per plant.
Intheforegoingitwasstatedthat under exceptional conditions stem elongation proceeded without further leaf development. This phenomenon was only
observed inthevarieties Ex-Lafia-A and Ex-Bukuru-A inexperiments inwhich
stem elongation was promoted either by a long-day treatment prior to short
days or by gibberellic acid (see §2.1 and Chapter IV, §1). When the variety
Ex-Lafia-A wassubjected to short days(of 10h daylight + 1 h supplementary
light) following long-day conditions, leafless nodes were formed at the top of
the main stem, but unlike with a short-day treatment consisting of 8 h daylight and 3h supplementary light, the internodes did not elongate. In all other
treatments leaves became smaller towards the top of the main stem and
finallydid not develop any more. Two or three elongated internodes were
formed with "bare"nodes.
These observations on the variety Ex-Lafia-A indicate that gibberellic acid
has the same effect as a long-day treatment prior to short-day conditions,
provided the short days consisted of 8 h daylight only. In both treatments
stem elongation waspromoted and it continued although further leaf developmenthadstopped. Acomparisonbetweenthe10hdaylight+ 1hsupplementary
light and 8 h daylight + 3 h supplementary light treatments shows that the
number of leaves decreases with an increase in daylight period, but these
differences arenegligiblewhen compared with those found for stem elongation
(see also Table 11, p. 21). High-intensity light apparently affects stem growth
more than leaf growth. Both, however, are inhibited by short days. But with a
long-daytreatment priortotheshort-daycondition, stemgrowthmaycontinue
longer than leaf growth.
Theaboveresultsmaybeexplained intermsofleaf-growth and stem-growth
regulators both ofwhich areaffected bythe photoperiod. Normally short days
inhibit stem and leaf growth simultaneously. When short days are preceded
by long days apparently leaf-growth regulators are affected more than stemgrowth regulators. Leaf growth was always arrested first whereas, dependent
on the composition of the light in the short days, stem growth stoppedlater.
This phenomenon, and the formation of longer internodes, are in accordance
with the observation that high-intensity light affects stem growth much more
than leaf growth. The results obtained with gibberellic acid indicate that stem
growth was affected more than leaf growth, which is in accordance with the
observation that gibberellic acid could overcome the light inhibition of stem
elongation.
In the literature no data were found which could confirm these results on
leaf development in the cowpea.
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2. ELONGATIONOFTHEMAIN STEM

2.1. Effectofshortdaysprecededbylongdays
In the preliminary experiment discussed in the preceding section (p. 11) it
wasfound that short daysexert an inhibitive and longdays a promotive effect
on stem elongation. The question may arise whether a short-day treatment
will inhibit stem elongation when it is preceded by long days. To investigate
this an experiment was conducted with the varieties Ex-Lafia-A and ExBukuru-A. Three lots of plants were sown at 2-week intervals. Immediately
after sowingeither 0, 14or28long(16h)daysweregiven.After this treatment
the groups,consisting of 20plants,were placed under short (11h) days. Main
stem lengthsand number of leaveswererecorded when plantswere transferred
from long days to short days and when vegetative growth had finally stopped
completely under the short-day conditions.
TABLE 6. Effect ofashort-(11h)subsequent toalong-(16h)daytreatment onstem elongation
and leaf production. Averages of 20 plants
Main stem growth incmand number of leaves produced
on the main stem (in brackets) during short days
Variety

Ex-Lafia-A

Number of long daysprior to short days
0

14

28

5.4 (7.9)

20.2 (10.4)

17.1 ( 9.3)

6.9 (6.6)

52.8 (12.1)

60.9 (11.8)

The results (Table 6) indicate that in both varieties a long-day treatment
promotedstemelongationduringsubsequentshort days.The first 14long days
weremoreeffective thanthefollowing ones.Inaddition,itshouldbenoted that
from sowingit takesat least five daysbefore theyoungseedlingshaveunfolded
their primaryleaves.Therefore,thenumberofeffective longdaysissmallerthan
indicated in Table 6,and the actual difference between thefirst two treatments
is only nine days. On the other hand, the data show that short days do exert
an inhibitive effect on stem elongation. With an increase in plant age a shortday treatment becomes more effective, in other words, growth stopped more
abruptly in short'days when the plants were older (i.e. when more unfolded
leaved werepresent).Thisholds in particular for thevariety Ex-Lafia-A which
proved to bemuch more sensitive than Ex-Bukuru-A.
Theexperiment wasrepeated withthevariety Ex-Lafia-A. Inthisexperiment
the long-day treatment consisted of 0, 14,28 and 42 long (16 h) days, given
immediately after sowing, and followed by short (11 h) days. Leaf numbers
produced in short days were 7.9, 7.0, 4.6 and 3.7 respectively. Although these
data do not completely correspond with those obtained earlier, the same trend
wasfound,i.e.furthervegetativegrowthdecreasedwithanincreaseinplantage.
This more abrupt cessation-of stem elongation when plants were older may
becausedbythe fact that thetotal leaf area oftheplantshad increased and/or
that,at leasttosomeextent,thehigherlocated leavesweremuchmoresensitive
to the photoperiod than the lower located ones. No special experiments have
been made to separate between these two possibilities, but it seems probable
that both contribute to a rapid inhibition of stem elongation.
16
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The differences between the results of the two experiments may probably be
attributed to differences in temperature conditions. Temperature can have a
marked influence onstemelongation aswillbeshownin Chapter IV,§2.
2.2. Effectofshort dayspreceding longdays
The question may arise whether the inhibitive effect of short days on stem
elongation can be overcome by a subsequent long-day treatment. To investigate this an experiment was done with the variety Ex-Bukuru-A. Immediately after sowing plants received 0, 10, 15,20,25,30and continuous short
(11h)days.After thistreatment theplantsweretransferred tolongdays(16h).
Each group consisted of 8plants. Someresults are presented inTable7.
TABLE7. Effect of a short- (11h) prior to a long- (16h) day treatment on stem elongation;

variety Ex-Bukuru-A. Averages ofeightplants
Mainstemlengthincm
Numberofdays
after sowing
.

23
27
32
35
39
45
49

Numberofshortdayspriortolongdays
0

15

20

30

control

2.0
3.1
4.9
6.4
15.0
66.5
102.4

1.9
3.0
4.7
6.4
17.2
67.5
100.7

1.6
2.5
4.0
5.1
10.3
46.2
77.8

1.8
2.7
4.1
4.9
9.2
42.2
71.4

1.7
2.6
3.9
4.5
5.4
6.3
6.4

No differences were observed between the treatments with 0, 10 and 15
short days. The treatments with 20, 25 and 30 short days showed a slight
retardation in stem elongation which was soon overcome by the subsequent
long-day treatment. It appeared that a short-day treatment of 30dayswasstill
too short to inhibit further stem elongation under long-day conditions.
In a second experiment the number of short days prior to long-day conditions wasextended to 45.Thetreatments consisted of25, 30,35and 45short
days given immediately after sowing. At regular intervals leaves on the main
stem werecounted. The results (Table 8)indicate that, in accordance with the
TABLE 8. Effect of a short- (11h) prior to a long- (16h) day treatment on the growth of the

mainstem.Growthexpressedbythenumberoftrifoliateleaves.VarietyEx-Bukuru-A.
Averagesofeightplants
Numberoftrifoliate leavesonthemainstem
Numberofdays
aftersowing

30
55
70

Numberofshortdayspriortolongdays
25

30

35

45

control

6.1
14.5
26.2

6.0
10.4
22.5

6.0
8.6
11.4

5.8
7.1
7.2

6.1
8.0
8.0

above, further vegetative growth of the main stem was not inhibited after 25
or 30short days.After 35short days, however, only three out of eight plants
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continued stem elongation, whereas after 45days further vegetative growth of
themain stemwascompletely inhibited. Within 106days of sowing no further
stem elongation was observed. Removal of eitherflowersor fruits could not
stimulate plants to resume stem elongation.
The effect that after 45 short days growth inhibition could not be reversed
by a long-day treatment may be explained byassuming that the leaves formed
in short days werephotoperiodically induced (seealso Chapter V,§3).Apparentlythisinduction could not, or onlyveryslowly,bereversed bylongdays.In
sometreatments growth inhibition even occurred whenthetransfer from short
to longdayswasmadebefore growth had stopped under short-day conditions.
Thisinspiteofthefactthatoneortwoleavesunfolded inlongdays.Apparently
the combined effect of all leaves present remained inhibitive and stem growth
was not continued.
2.3. Leafsensitivity
Since stem elongation stops at about 40 days after sowing in short days it
was thought that inhibition of stem growth reaches its maximum when the
plants have unfolded four or five trifoliate leaves. Leaves produced thereafter
apparentlydonolongercontributeappreciablytotheinhibition.To investigate
this assumption an experiment was conducted in which the following degrees
of defoliation were applied to plants of the variety Ex-Lafia-A:
1. Removalofleavesassoonastheycouldbedistinguished from thebuds after
thedevelopment of theprimaryleaves.
2. As in 1,but the first trifoliate leaf left intact.
3. As in 1,but four trifoliate leaves left intact.
The number of plants per treatment was 20. The photoperiod was 11 h.
Plants were defoliated daily and the number of folded leaves removed was
recorded separately for the main axis and the laterals. Although the plants
remained very short,leafproduction ingroup(1)and (2)didnot stopuntil the
plantsflowered andfruited. Ifflowers andfruits wereremoved,leaf production
continued.
The averagenumber oftrifoliate leavesproduced onthemain axisfor group
(3) was 9.3, whereas the control plants had formed 8.1 unfolded leaves. In
addition, one very young leaf could be removed from the main stems of the
control plants. For comparison, however, it is necessary to consider the total
ofbothunfolded andfolded leaves.Takingthisintoconsideration,the difference
between theplants of group(3)and thecontrol plants isonly0.2 leaves,which
is practically negligible. In both treatments vegetative growth had stopped
before the plants started flowering and removal of theflowersdid not lead to
renewedleafproduction. Fromtheseresultsandthoseobtainedinthepreceding
experiments, it seems probable that the leaves are the receptor organs of the
short-day effect, which is in accordance with the results reported by NITSCH
and NITSCH(74) for perennials.
The inhibition of vegetative growth may be explained by the fact that the
inhibitive effect of the leaves increases with the unfolding of each new leaf.
Whether this is caused by an increase in total leaf area and/or by an increase
in sensitivity of the higher located leaves has not been investigated, but it is
likely that both contribute to a rapid cessation of growth.
In all treatments it was observed that defoliation resulted in a complete
18
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growth inhibition of the internodes from which the corresponding leaveswere
removed. In the control plants the internodes which corresponded with the
first leaveswerefairly long,but inthehigherportion ofthestemthe internodes
were short. This may indicate that the leaves exert at least two effects, viz.
a promotive and aninhibitiveeffect onstemelongation. With theearly formed
leaves the promotive effect seems to dominate: the corresponding internodes
are relatively long, and when the leaves are removed, internode growth is
completely inhibited. With the later formed leaves the inhibitive effect seems
to dominate the promotive effect: the internodes corresponding with the later
formed leavesare short.
2.4. Effectoflongdayson leafsensitivity
In the foregoing it was shown that leaves exposed to short days may have
beeninducedtosuchadegreethatinductioncanbereversedonlyveryslowlyor
not at all by a long-day treatment. Conversely, leaves exposed to long days
maybelessreadilyinduced orperhaps completelylosetheir sensitivity to short
days. This would imply that plants with leaves unfolded under long-day
conditions(LD-leaves)would stop stemelongationinshortdaysmore abruptly
when the leaves unfolded in long days were removed than when these leaves
were left on the plant. To study this a preliminary experiment was done with
ten plants of the variety Ex-Lafia-A, which were grown in 42long (16h) days
and thereafter transferred to short (11h) days. Fromfiveplants all LD-leaves
were removed. After 33 days, when no further stem elongation took place,
plants weremeasured and leaves counted (Table9).
TABLE9. Effect of the presence ( + ) orabsence(-) ofleaveswhich have

unfolded inlong(16h)days,onstemelongation in subsequent
short (11h)days."Absence"of"long-dayleaves"obtained by
removingtheleavesatthetimeoftransfer toshortdays.Variety
Ex-Lafia-A. Data recorded 75 days after sowing. Averages of
five plants
Experimental data
Main stemlength incm
Totalnumberofleavesproduced onmainstem

80.9
19.4

47.5
20.0

The results show that there was a marked effect of leaf removal on stem
elongation. No difference was found in the number of leaves produced. The
presence of LD-leaves seems to counteract to some extent the inhibitive effect
of a short-day treatment. This might be explained by assuming some or all of
the following possibilities:
1. In short days the promotive effect of the leaves unfolded in long days
gradually decreases.
2. With an increasing number of induced leaves the inhibitive effect on stem
elongation increases.
3. Once leaves have perceived a long-day stimulus they become less sensitive
to short days.
Thefollowing experiment hasbeenmadetoinvestigatethefactors mentioned
under(1)and(3).OfthevarietyEx-Lafia-Athreegroupsofplants,eachconsisting
of 10plants,weresownat2-weekintervals(seep. 16).After theplantshadbeen
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exposed to long-day conditions for 14,28and 42 days respectively, the groups
were placed under short (11 h) days. At the same time five plants of each
treatment weredefoliated above thelast unfolded leaf and newly grown leaves
were cut off. Plants were harvested 60 days after the beginning of the shortday treatment. The results (Table 10) indicate that when the plants had been
TABLE 10. Stem elongation as affected by the removal of leaves formed in short (11h) days
when thelatter arepreceded by 14,28or42long(16h)days. - = leavesformed in
short days removed; + = leaves formed in short days not removed. Variety
Ex-Lafia-A.Data recorded after 60short days.Averages offiveplants
Number oflongdayspriorto short days
Recorded data

28

14

+
Number of unfolded leaves on the main stem
prior to the short-day treatment

+
1.0

42

+
5.4

9.1

Totalnumberofleavesformed onthemainstem

8.0

25.8

10.0 29.4

12.8 34.0*

Main stem length incm

9.7

9.5

21.2 21.0

31.4 85.1*

exposed to long days for either 14or 28days, removal ofleavesformed under
short-day conditions could not prevent inhibition of stem elongation. In other
words these plants (leaves), were still capable of reacting to short days. Removal of "LD-leaves" did not inhibit leaf production although the newly
formed internodes remained very short. This result confirms the data obtained
previously, namely that removal of leaves under short-day conditions inhibits
internode elongation completely.
In the treatment in which the plants were exposed to 42 long days, stem
elongation stopped soon after the plants had been transferred to short days.
Thiswasnotthecasewithdefoliated plants.Thelattercontinuedstemelongation
for some time butfinallyalso stopped growth.
Considering the plant in its entirety, it will be clear that leaves of different
age had been exposed to a different number of long days. Young leaves, exposed to a few long days only, were probably moresensitivetoshortdaysthan
older leaves which had been exposed to more long days.Therefore,itispossible that the youngest leaves exerted an inhibitive, the oldest a promotive
effect on stem elongation. Some evidence has been obtained which supports
thisview.When after 25short daysthe twoyoungest leaveswereremoved, the
remaining leaves appeared to have no inhibitive effect and plants continued
stem elongation. After another 35 short days these plants had reached an
average height of 213.3cm against 85.1 cm for the plants which had retained
their twoyoungest leaves.Conversely,removalofthetwoyoungest leaves from
plants grown for 28days under long-day conditions, resulted in an inhibition
of stemelongation. In thelatter treatment theremainingleaveshad apparently
retained some sensitivity to short days and could thus inhibit stem elongation
under short days.
These results indicate that leaf sensitivity is affected by long days. When
plants had been subjected to 42 long days, the oldest leaves had lost their
20
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photoperiodic sensitivity or were at least much less sensitive to short-day
treatments.
2.5. Effect of lightintensity
The inhibitive effect on stem elongation of short days subsequent to a longday treatment may be explained by assuming that short days bring about a
lowering of the level of growth-promoting substances and/or a rise of the level
ofgrowthinhibitors.Itmaybequestionedwhetherthisinhibitiveeffect ismerely
a photoperiodicone,inotherwords,whetheritrequiresonlylowlight intensities
to be accomplished, or whether there is also a high-intensity light reaction. In
order to investigate this an experiment was performed in which theeffect of
two differently composed short-day treatments was investigated.
In the original experiment as described in §2.1 three lots of 40 plants were
grown in a photoperiod of 16h for 0, 14and 28 days respectively. After this
treatment each lot was divided into two groups: one was placed under shortday conditions of 8hours daylight and 3hours supplementary light(8+ 3),the
second group received 10 hours daylight and one hour supplementary light
(10 + 1).After fruit setting the plants were harvested.
TABLE 11. Effect of the composition of short days on stem elongation and leaf production

when the short (11h) days arepreceded bylong (16h) days. Short days based on
either 10 hours of daylight (10-f-l) or 8 hours of daylight (8-f 3). Averages of
20plants
Numberoflongdayspriortoshortdays
Variety

Recordeddata

0
8+3

Ex-Lafia-A

28

14

10+1 8+3

10+1

8+3

10+1

Mainstemlengthincm. . . .

6.2

5.4

59.4

21.2

56.0

21.2

Number of leaves on the main
stem

8.0

7.9

14.2

11.4

15.4

13.5

7.3

6.9

61.5

53.8

68.3

64.9

7.0

6.6

12.8

13.1

13.7

15.3

Ex-Bukuru-A Mainstemlengthincm. . . .
Number of leaves on the main
stem

For both varieties (Table 11) it was found that plants in (8 + 3) h were
always taller than in (10 + 1)h. In the variety Ex-Bukuru-A these differences
were small and, proportionally, almost of the same magnitude in all three
treatments. In the variety Ex-Lafia-A, plants grown in (8 + 3) h were more
than twice as tall as in (10 + 1)h when these short-day treatments were
preceded by long days. The differences between the two short-day treatments
were small, however, when the short days were not preceded by long days.
It is clearly shown in Table 11 that there is much less inhibition of stem
elongation in the variety Ex-Lafia-A if the daylight period of the short-day
treatment is decreased with two hours. This effect on stem elongation could
not be attributed to an increased number of leaves or postponed flowering and
fruiting (cf Chapter VIII,§1),but wasmainly the result of an increased length
of the individual internodes. The data suggest that, at least in the variety
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen 63(3)> 1-82(1963)
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Ex-Lafia-A, the inhibitive effect of short subsequent to long days consists ofa
low-intensity light as well as a high-intensity light reaction. The phenomenon
that the latter isvery striking only after a preceding long-day treatment, may
be explained by assuming that the high-intensity light reaction acts chiefly
upon the after-effect of the longdays.
The effect of light intensity on stem elongation wasalso studied in a second
experiment. Originally this experiment was carried out to investigate the effect
of reduced light intensities on floral initiation (see Chapter VI, § 3). The
varieties Ex-Lafia-A and Early Red were used. The photoperiod was 12h 30
min.Thisphotoperiod isabovethe optimum for inflorescence initiation inExLafia-A (i.e.inflorescence initiation is markedly retarded as compared with a
photoperiod of 11h). In addition, vegetative growth was much less inhibited.
As mentioned earlier (p. 12), stem elongation in the variety Early Red is not
inhibited by any photoperiodic treatment.
Light intensities were reduced by using cheese cloth fitted over a metal
frame-work. Thus, dependent on weather conditions, the position of the sun
and the kind of cloudiness, a reduction in light intensity of 30 to 40% was
obtained. Immediately after sowing three groups, of 12 plants each, were
subjected to the following treatments:
1. Shade during the entire daylight period.
2. Shadefrom 7.00until 9.30a.m.and from 14.30until 17.00p.m., i.e.during
50%of the daylight period.
3. Daylight intensity not reduced (control).
Leaf countings and stem length measurements were carried out at regular
intervals from about three weeks after sowing.When in the Early Red control
8leaveshadunfolded, plantswereharvested (49daysafter sowing). Ex-Lafia-A,
however, was harvested when flowering had stopped and fruits had set (90
daysafter sowing).The data on main stem elongation and leaf production are
presented in Table 12.
A reduction of light intensity promoted stem elongation. At early stages
leaves were formed more slowly under low than under high light intensity
conditions, but when the experiment was terminated the control plants were
always shortest. The effect of a reduced light intensity appeared to be greater
inthevariety Ex-Lafia-A than inthevarietyEarlyRed.At43daysafter sowing
the plants of Ex-Lafia-A grown permanently under shadeweremore than four
timesastallasthoseinthecontrol,andinthevariety Early Red twiceastallas
in the control. At that stage the differences in the number of leaves amounted
at most to one which number cannot account for the differences in the total
stem length.
From the data for the variety Ex-Lafia-A at 90days after sowing it appears
that, although stem elongation in the control had stopped early, plants grown
permanently in diffuse daylight had continued stem elongation and eventually
reached much greater heights. The same holds for the leaf production of this
variety. Since inflorescence initiation was not markedly affected (cf. Chapter
VI, §3), the differences in vegetative growth must have been brought about
directlybydifferences inlightintensities,andnot indirectly through differences
in the time of inflorescence initiation.
22
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TABLE 12. Effect

of reduced light intensity during 0% (0), 50% (50) and 100% (100) of
the daylight period on main stem elongation andleaf production; varieties ExLafia-A andEarlyRed.Photoperiod 12h30min.Averagesof 12plants
Mainstemlength incm

No.ofdays
after
sowing

50

Ex-Lafia-A

EarlyRed

Ex-Lafia-A
0

Numberof leaves onthemainstem

100

EarlyRed

0

50

100

0

50

100

0

50

100

31

6.8

6.9

9.7

14.0

18.9

24.4

6.2

5.9

5.7

4.0

3.7

3.5

37

13.5

16.7

30.7

35.2

48.3

73.3

7.2

.7.1

6.7

5.0

4.9

4.4

43

21.6

48.9

91.3

67.4

110.5

150.1

9.4

9.9

10.5

6.8

7.2

7.4

90

32.3

125.1

217.9

12.9

19.2

22.3

The results of this and the preceding experiment may be explained by
assuming that high light intensities cause a lowering of the level of growthpromoting substances. Apparently the effect of short days following a longday treatment can be divided into a high-intensity light reaction causing the
inactivation ofgrowth-promoting substances,andalow-intensity light reaction
in which a growth inhibitor is produced. When the effect of short days subsequent to long days isconsidered, it appears that when the short dayiscomposed of 8hours daylight only, theplants will reach greater heights than when
10hours ofdaylight areused. Under thelatter conditions more ofthe growthpromoting substances willbeinactivated whilethesameamount ofinhibitor is
produced asinthecase of8hours daylight with, asa result, shorter plants.
CHAPTERIV

OTHER FACTORS
1. GlBBERELICACID

The most striking and immediate effect of gibberellic acid on plants is an
acceleration of shoot growth resulting in increased height. In addition, itis
known that the light inhibition of stem growth of many dark-grown plant
speciescanbequantitatively reversed bygibberellin treatments. In Pinto beans
it was established that when plants were grown in 50%shade, elongationwas
2 to 3times more rapid than under full sunlight conditions inthe greenhouse;
thisdecreaseingrowthrateasaresultofhighlightintensitiescouldbeprevented
by gibberellin treatments(59).
Since the results obtained in the preceding experiments resemble to some
extent those obtained with Pinto beans, thequestion arose whether thephotoperiodic inhibition observed in some cowpea varieties in short days could also
be prevented by gibberellic acid applications. Therefore an experiment was
started inwhich, in addition to Ex-Lafia-A, also thevarieties Going, Korand
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen63(3), IS2 (1963)
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Early Redwereused.Plantsweregrowninan 11 hphotoperiod.ThegibbereUin
treatment consisted inplacingonedroplet ofanaqueoussolution ofgibberellic
acid (GA3)on thetop of the plants (100drops = 4.2cc). Control plants were
treated simultaneously with a drop of water. When applications to the top of
the plants became impossible, the axil of the youngest leaf was used instead.
Treatments started ten days after sowing and were repeated on alternate days
until 50days after sowing. The experiment was started with an arbitrary concentration of 100p.p.m. of GA3. It appeared that after four applications the
leaves of the treated plants remained smaller than those of the controls. The
concentration was therefore lowered to 50p.p.m.
Eightweeksafter sowing,whentheplantsinalltreatmentsandinthecontrol
had startedflowering,the experiment wasterminated. At that stage vegetative
growth had stopped completely in thevarieties Ex-Lafia-A and Going. GibbereUin applications, either to the plants previously treated with gibberellic acid
or to thecontrol plants,had no effect inthesevarieties anymore.
The results compiled in Table 13 show that gibberellic acid had a striking
effect on stemelongation inallthevarieties.In Ex-Lafia-A stemelongation has
beenaccelerated muchmorethan inanyothervarietyinvestigated.Also Going
showedaconsiderableresponse,butmuchlessthan Ex-Lafia-A. Bothinternode
TABLE 13. Effect of gibberellic acid on main stem elongation and leaf production. Photoperiod 11hours. Data recorded 56daysafter sowing. Averages of 12plants
Main stem length in cm

Number ofleaveson themain stem

Variety

Ex-Lafia-A . . .
Kor
Early R e d . . . .

+ GA,

-GA,

+ GA,

-GA,

76.7
116.8
177.4
196.0

7.1
23.0
85.6
76.6

9.2
10.5
10.2
10.3

7.9
8.1
8.8
9.3

number and elongation wereincreased. Although the varieties Ex-Lafia-A and
Goinghad stopped stemelongation before the data ofTable 13 were obtained,
therewasnodifference inthemoment ofcessation of stem growthbetween the
treated and the control plants. Both groups, apparently affected by the onset
offloweringand fruit setting, had stopped further growth simultaneously.
It may beconcluded that lightinhibition of stemelongation can be reversed
by gibberellin treatment. The stronger the light inhibition of stem growth, the
greater the response to gibberellin. This, however, does not necessarily imply
that light affects the level of endogenous gibberellin. The results may be explained as well in terms of an inactivation of the inhibitor produced in short
days or by a rise of the level of growth-promoting substances.
2. TEMPERATURE

When the results obtained in the preceding experiments are compared, it
becomes apparent that in the variety Ex-Lafia-A stem elongation is not only
affected by the photoperiod. Generally the plants became taller, i.e.the internodes were longer and more leaves were produced, when night temperatures
werehigh.To giveanexample,plantsgrown inspringinaphotoperiod of 11 h
attained heights of 10to 12 cm and produced about 10trifoliate leaves (see
24
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Table 2, p. 11 and Table 4, p. 14). Plants grown in the same photoperiod in
summer, when night temperatures were usually lower (cf. Graph 1, p. 9),
reached heights of only 5 to 6cm with at most 8trifoliate leaves (seeTable 6,
p. 16). In other experiments differences in stem elongation for plants grown
under the same photoperiodic conditions were also observed.
To test the influence of different dayandnighttemperatures onstem elongation inashortphotoperiod thefollowingexperimentwasconducted. Plantswere
grown in cabinets in which light and temperature were controlled. The light
source consisted of two high pressure mercury vapour lamps (HO/2000, 450
Watt) and one 150 Watt incandescent lamp. The heat radiation of the lamps
was reduced by a 4 cm layer of continuously running water on the top of a
glass panel, which forms the ceiling of the cabinet. The average light intensity
at 20 cm below the glass panel was about 50,000 erg/sec/cm2. The light equipment was operated by electrical time switches.The photoperiod used was 11h.
Temperature was thermostatically controlled between 15° and 45°C within
1°C. Different day and night temperatures were obtained by transferring the
plants from one cabinet to the other.
Immediately after germination the plants were subjected to the following
temperature treatments:
1. A constant temperature of 30°C.
2. A day temperature of 30°and a night temperature of 20°C.
3. A day temperature of 30° and a night temperature of 15°C.
TABLE14. Effect of different day and night temperatures on main stem elongation and leaf

production;varietyEx-Lafia-A. Photoperiod 11hours
Day/night temperaturein°C
Recordeddata

Numberofplants
Numberofleavesonthemainstem

30/15

30/20

30/30

11
14.4
8.7

8
37.5
7.4

12
3.0
5.3

When flowering started the plants were harvested. The results (Table 14)
show that there is a very marked influence of temperature on stem elongation.
In plants grown at a constant high temperature stem elongation soon stopped.
When the night temperature was lowered to 20°C stem elongation was promoted which could already be noticed before the first trifoliate leaf unfolded.
The rate of stem elongation at a night temperature of 15°Cwas low but plants
eventually reached greater heightsand produced more leavesthan plants grown
at a constant high temperature. Leaf production in this case even surpassed the
30/20 treatment. It should be kept in mind that at these relatively low light
intensities a constant temperature of 30°Cwaslessfavourable for plant growth.
It would have been better to use a temperature of about 26°C instead. Nevertheless it can be concluded that stem elongation is favoured bya change in day
andnighttemperature.Whennighttemperaturesbecometoolow,thevegetative
growth ishampered and the plants remain small.
Although the conditions of this experiment cannot be compared with those
prevailing inthegreenhouse,the results areinaccordance withthe observations
made during the experiments under greenhouse conditions.
Meded.Landbouwhoge'school\ Wageningen 63(3), 1-82(1963)
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DISCUSSION OFVEGETATIVE GROWTH

The effect of different photoperiods on vegetative growth of a number of
cowpeavarietieshasbeen studied. In allvarietiesinvestigated internode length
and leaf area increase in long photoperiods as compared with short ones.
Photoperiodicallycontrolledvegetativegrowthhasbeenfound insomevarieties.
In these varieties short days inhibit vegetative growth completely, whereas in
long days plant growth is indeterminate.
Evidence has been obtained that the leaves perceive the photoperiodic impression. Leaves exposed to long days exerted a promotive, leaves exposed
to short days an inhibitive effect on stem elongation.
The sensitivity oftheplant to short-day conditions increaseswiththe ageof
the plant, which can be explained by an increase in leaf area and/or by an
increase in the sensitivity of the individual leaves. When the plants were
exposed tolongdaysprior toa short-day treatment thesensitivity oftheleaves
had eitherbeen lostcompletely orwasverymuchreduced. In short daysleaves
could attain a state of induction which was not reversible in subsequent long
days.
Reduction of light intensity causes an accelerated stem elongation and
plants continued growth longer than those grown in full sunlightinthegreenhouse. This light inhibition could be overcome by gibberellic acid, provided it
was applied before growth was inhibited. When plants had stopped growth
the application ofgibberellicacidcouldnot inducerenewed growth.
The effect of different day and night temperatures on stem elongation has
been studied. The results indicate that a diurnal fluctuation in temperature
favoured stem elongation.
Our results suggest that the balance between growth-promoting substances
and growth inhibitors plays a role in the growth of certain cowpea varieties.
NITSCH (73), who studied the biochemical aspects of photoperiod controlled
growth inhibition in the perennial Rhus typhina, came to the conclusion that
in the shoot tips of this plant both growth promotors and growth inhibitors
were present. In short days there occurred a lowering of the level of growthpromoting substances and an increase in the concentration of inhibitors.
NITSCH (I.e.) stated that cessation of growth under short days could not be
caused by a deficiency in some gibberellin-like substance. Evidence for the
presence of growth promotors has been reported by GARAY et al.(27). From
theirexperimentswithLupinusalbustheyconcludedthatIAA*)oxidaseactivity
was high under short-day conditions. In long days an inhibitor would be
produced whichwould affect theenzymeactivity,with,asaresult, ariseofthe
native auxin level.The enzyme IAA oxidase inactivates IAA by oxidation (94,
96). Moreover, its activity is known to be controlled by a low energy photoreaction(44)whichisapparentlytypicalofthephotoreaction controlling photoperiodism and other processes (see 42). Contrary to the view of NITSCH(I.e.)
and GARAY et al. (I.e.), SHIBAOKA (91) states that the growth-inhibiting effect
of light is caused by the direct effect of a growth inhibitor on growth and by
itsinhibitingeffect onthetransport ofIAAfrom leaftostem.Thephysiological
role of gibberellicacid in stemelongation maybevisualized asa neutralization
*) IAA = indoleacetic acid
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of an inhibitor system which otherwise restricts growth rates to a level below
that made possible by the available auxin (11). NITSCH (I.e.) found, however,
that when Rhus typhinawas treated with gibberellic acid under short or long
days the level of growth-promoting substances was higher than in untreated
plants. These results were confirmed by the findings of PHILIPS et al (77). SAGI
and GARAY (88), who continued the experiments of GARAY et al. (I.e.), found
no effect of gibberellic acid on the level of the inhibitor or on the activity of
TAAoxidase under both short and long days.
Neither our results nor the data in the literature provide convincing evidence
for a control of vegetative growth by either growth-inhibiting or growthpromoting substances. A photoperiodic control of the level of inhibitors as
well as promotors seems the most likely. A few points may be mentioned.
(l)Theobservationthatdefoliation undercontinuousshort-dayconditionsresults
in a complete growth inhibition of the internodes from which the leaves are
removed, whereas non-defoliated plants show at least some elongated internodes, indicates that the leaves produce some growth-promoting substances.
These substances are either neutralized or counteracted by growth inhibitors
produced in higher located leaves with a higher sensitivity to the photoperiod.
(2) The effect of the composition of short days subsequent to a long-day
treatment suggests that the high-energy light inactivates more of the growthpromoting substances than the low-energy light. Apparently the short photoperiod has two effects, viz. a high-energy light reaction (discussed in the
foregoing) and a low-energylight reaction inwhich an inhibitor is produced.
Summarizing it may be concluded that the photoperiodically controlled
growth of some cowpea varieties seems to be caused by a balance between
growth promotors and growth inhibitors. The main effect of a short-day
treatment seems to be the production of growth inhibitors, whereas in long
days the level of growth promotors is raised. The high-energy light effect is
present in both short and long days, but its effect is relatively more marked in
short than in long days as a result of a low level of growth promotors in short
days.

PARTII.REPRODUCTIVEDEVELOPMENT
GENERAL INTRODUCTION

In horticultural and agricultural crops which are grown for their fruits or
seeds, flowering is a crucial process. But this also applies to the products of
market gardening, such as lettuce, spinach and beets, which have commercial
value only in the vegetative state. These simple examples demonstrate that the
control of flowering may be of extreme importance in agriculture and horticulture.
Flowering as influenced by external factors has since long attracted the
attention of many plant physiologists. The extensive experimental work so
far done on the physiology of flowering has supplied methods to alter at will
floral initiation and the number of flowers produced. Of the external factors
governing the transition from a vegetatively growing plant to a flowering one,
daylength and temperature are the most important ones.
Prior to thediscovery ofphotoperiodism (see71),theeffect oftheduration of
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the light period on plant development had already been observed by several
investigators. It was not until 1920, however, that GARNER and ALLARD (28)
obtained conclusive evidence that daylength is a factor of primary importance
in flowering. They suggested the term photoperiodism to designate the response
of plants to the relative length of day and night. According to the photoperiodic responses three groups of plants were distinguished, viz. long-day
plants, short-day plants and day-neutral plants.
KNOTT (50),who studied the long-day plant spinach, was the first to establish
that green leaves perceive the light-dark stimulus. This finding has been confirmed in later work with other plant species, e.g. Chrysanthemum (15), Soya
(81), Perilla (58) and many others (see 71).
SACHS (87) postulated the idea that leaves in light produce "flower-forming
substances". Many workers have followed this hypothesis. CAJLACHJAN (15),
for instance, claimed that a flower-forming hormone, called "florigen" would
regulate the flowering process in plants. Nowadays it is generally assumed
that the leaves of photoperiodically induced plants produce a flower-inducing
stimulus (see e.g. 20, 60, 71,89, 107). Until a few years ago attempts to isolate
such a compound had failed or yielded irreproducible results. This led some
investigators to postulate a different view, that of the flower inhibition hypothesis, which has been clearly defined by VON DENFFER (19).He suggested that
a plant is always capable of flowering, but that flowering may be inhibited by a
particular factor which in plants sensitive to the photoperiod would be producedunder an unfavourable photoperiod. VON DENFFER (I.e.)further suggested
that the flower-inhibiting factor is identical with auxin. WELLENSIEK et al. (99)
also suggested that the photoperiodic induction would remove an inhibition,
but they believe that flower formation is determined by a certain balance
between products of photosynthesis and auxin. Studying photoperiodism in
plants by means of response curves, BEST (6) came to the conclusion that a
combination of the flower-inhibition hypothesis and the flower-hormone
hypothesis would be most acceptable.
Thesehypotheses willnot be discussed here inmore detail. Inour experiments
we have thought in general terms of a floral stimulus produced in the leaves of
photoperiodically induced plants and transported withthestream of assimilates
to the growing point of the plant where it could exert its morphogenetic effect.
In the following chapters an attempt has been made to investigate some
aspects of the photoperiodic control of reproductive development in a number
of cowpea varieties. The study of reproductive development has been confined
to floral initiation and development and some observations on the opening of
the flowers.

CHAPTER v

STAGES IN PLANT DEVELOPMENT
1. GENERAL OUTLINE

In Chapter III, §1, some results of a preliminary experiment in which 14
varieties were exposed to photoperiods ranging from 6to 24h have been briefly
discussed. In the same experiment data on flowering were recorded. All plants
wereexamined for inflorescence primordia and inflorescences. The average node
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number where the first inflorescence was found on the main stem was used to
express differences in infloresence initiation. For example, when the first inflorescencewas borne in the axil of the fourth trifoliate leaf, the node number
was four.
The data on inflorescence initiation for eight selected varieties (Table 15)
show that responses to the photoperiod may differ greatly. Generally speaking
the cowpea may be regarded as a short-day plant, which is in accordance with
the data reported in the literature (see Chapter I, § 2).
In the varieties PI 221731, FC 31705 and Ombligo Negro, inflorescence initiation (Table 15)and time offlowering(Table 16)werehardly ifat all affected
by the photoperiod, but flowering intensity was affected by photoperiods exceeding 13to 15h. During the first 10days offloweringthe number offlowers
formed decreased in long photoperiods as compared with short photoperiods.
In the varieties Ex-Lafia-A and Ex-Bukuru-A (Table 15) no inflorescence
primordia could bedetected inphotoperiods of 13 h or longer. In a 13 h photoperiod the plants were grown until at least 30 leaves had unfolded. These two
varieties apparently are very sensitive to the photoperiod. This could be confirmed in later experiments. The variety Going was slightly less sensitive to
the photoperiod than the former two varieties. Throughout the experiment no
inflorescence primordia were initiated in photoperiods of 14 h or longer. In
the variety Kor inflorescences were initiated in all the photoperiods used, but
initiation was markedly delayed in long days.
A completely different reaction was found in the variety Early Red. Floral
initiation wasmarkedly delayed by a 15and a 16h photoperiod and promoted
by both a 10 h a n d a 24 h photoperiod. These results were confirmed in a
second experiment in which 12 plants per treatment were used. This type of
photoperiodic response, the so-called ambi-photoperiodic reaction, has been
TABLE 15. Effect of the photoperiod onfloralinitiation. Averages of six plants

Averagenumberofthefirstnodewithaninflorescenceonthemainstem
Photoperiod
inhours

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17*
19
21J
24

Variety
ExExBukuru- Going
Lafia-A
A
4.7
4.5
4.0
4.8
4.5
4.5
5.8

3.5
3.5
3.2
4.0
3.6
4.0
4.8
_ •

I,,,,,

4.0
4.2
4.0
3.7
3.8
4.0
3.8
5.7
_

^mm

_

^^

_

1M,

—

,,

—
__

—

—

—

PI
221731
2.7
3.0
2.5
2.5
2.3
2.7
2.8
2.7
2.7
3.0
3.0
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.3

FC

Ombligo
31705 Negro
5.4
4.2
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
3.8
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
3.8
4.0
3.8
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9.6
8.8
6.5
3.8
4.2
4.0
4.2
4.2
4.0
4.0
3.8
3.8
5.6
3.8
4.0

Kor

5.0
5.0
4.2
4.3
4.0
4.0
4.0
5.2
7.8
15.5
15.8
15.8
16.3
16.3
15.2

Early
Red
10.0

9.7
7.7
4.5
4.2
4.8
5.7
6.8
10.3
16.3
16.5
15.7
11.7

9.0
6.7
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TABLE 16. Number of daysfrom sowinguntilflowering and totalnumber offlowersduring the
first 10daysofflowering(intensityofflowering) atdifferent photoperiods. Averages
ofsix plants
Variety
Photoperiod
in hours

7
9
11
13
15
171
21*

PI221731

FC31705

Ombligo Negro

Number of
daysuntil
flowering

Intensity
of
flowering

Number of
daysuntil
flowering

Intensity
of
flowering

Number of
daysuntil
flowering

Intensity
of
flowering

43.7
40.5
41.0
40.3
40.0
40.7
40.0

74
109
117
116
108
98
106

50.6
46.7
44.5
42.7
43.8
45.2
43.3

97
154
134
125
134
115
113

48.4
47.6
46.4
48.5
47.7
47.8

58
60
61
52
50
47

reported earlier by LEWIS and WENT (55) in Madiaelegans and by MATHON
and STROUN(64)in Setaria verticillata.
FloralinitiationinthevarietiesEarlyRedandOmbligoNegrowasmarkedly
retarded in very short photoperiods. This delay in initiation may partly be
caused by non-photoperiodic effects. In particular photosynthesis, which
supplies the plant with energy substrate for normal growth-and development,
is likely to be deficient in short days.Other non-photoperiodic effects, temperatureforinstance,mayalsohaveaffected theresults.Apartfromthebehaviour
in the varieties Early Red and Ombligo Negro, differences in inflorescence
initiation in photoperiods of 8 to 11h were rather small which made it impossible to find the exact optimum photoperiod for floral initiation. In the
following experimentsan 11hphotoperiod wasusedasashort(inductive)daylength,anda 16 hphotoperiod asalong(non-inductive)daylength.
In Chapter III, §1.2 itwasshown that leaf sizewas markedly affected by photoperiodically
active light of low intensities. For an accurate interpretation of thevarious light treatments it
would thus have been necessary to correct the obtained data for non-photoperiodic effects.
Suchcorrections have not beenmade, however.

Summarizing it can be said that four types of reactions were found, viz.(1)
varieties which did not flower in long days (Ex-Lafia-A, Ex-Bukuru-A and
Going), (2) varieties in whichfloweringwas retarded in long days (Kor), (3)
varieties which were practically insensitive to the photoperiod (FC 31705, PI
221731 and Ombligo Negro) and (4) a variety with an ambi-photoperiodic
reaction (Early Red).
2. THEJUVENILE PHASE

2.1. Reviewofliterature
The life cycleofmost plants sensitiveto thephotoperiod starts witha stage
inwhichtheplant iseither insensitiveor lesssensitiveto thephotoperiod than
in later stages. In some plants it is not possible to distinguish such ajuvenile
phase clearly. A specific type of behaviour is found in a strain of popcorn in
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which an inflorescence primordium is distinguishable in the embryo before
germination (51). Another exception has also been reported for Arachishypogaea L. cv. Schwarz 21, where flower primordia can be detected in the axils of
the cotyledons shortly after germination (85). Normally, however, floral
initiation is preceded by an initial period of vegetative growth. This apparent
necessity for plants to reach a certain size before flower primordia can be
formed has already been described by KLEBS (49). He suggested the term
"Bluhreife" or "ripeness to flower" for the completion of this early vegetative
growth. Several investigators have worked out a quantitative expression for
this juvenile phase, e.g. PURVIS (82), VON DENFFER (19) and ZIERIACKS (108).
ZIERIACKS(I.e.)reasoned that a definite area - the critical leaf area - is required
for the production of a sufficient amount of floral stimulus.
More recent investigations showed that cotyledons and primary leaves may
have a reduced sensitivity to daylength (92, 107) or do not perceive the photoperiodic stimulus at all (47). In addition, it was established that olderplants
are more sensitive to inductive conditions than younger ones (10,35,45).Inhis
experiments with Perilla crispaZEEVAART (107) presented conclusive evidence
that the plant's sensitivity to induction increases with each new pair of leaves
appearing until the maximum sensitivity has been reached in the fifth or a
higher located pair of leaves. Similar results have been obtained by BEST (7)
in his experiments with rice. Both authors assume that the insensitive period
of plants is due to little or no floral stimulus being produced by the first
leaves.According to BEST(I.e.)thejuvenile phasemay beconsidered as terminated when the first leaf of maximum sensitivity to the photoperiod attains its
full sensitivity. The plant then enters what is called its adult phase in which
only fully sensitive leaves are formed.
No data in the literature are known which point to the existence of an insensitive or a less sensitive period in the life cycle of the cowpea. From the
results in Table 15 (p. 29) it appears that apart from the variety PI 221731,
inflorescence primordia were never found in the axils of the first two trifoliate
leaves. In the following sections some experiments will be described, designed
with a view to investigate the presence of a less sensitive juvenile period in
Vigna.
2.2. Thelesssensitiveperiod
To investigate whether the life cycle of the cowpea begins with a period in
which the plants are less sensitive to inductive conditions, an experiment was
conducted with three varieties, Ex-Lafia-A, Going and Kor. Six groups of
plants were sown every other day. The plants were grown for 5, 7, 9, 11, 13
and 15daysunder long-day conditions prior to short days.Control plants were
of the same ageasthose which had been grown under 5longdays.The number
of the first node with an inflorescence on the main stem was recorded in this
experiment.
Theresults(Table 17)showthat inKor thefirst13 short dayswerepractically
ineffective. The data obtained after 11and 13long days did not differ from the
control. After 15 long days, however, when plants had unfolded one trifoliate
leaf (cf.Table 18) inflorescence initiation was clearly retarded. This may be
explained by assuming that the sensitivity of the primary leaves is so low that
an adequate level of induction is not reached before the more sensitive first
trifoliate leaf has reached this stage. It may also be that the primary leaves do
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TABLE 17. Effect of long (16 h) days prior to short (11 h) days on inflorescence initiation.
Averagesof 12plants
Averagenumber of thefirst node with an inflorescence
Days from sowing until the beginning of the short-day treatment

Variety

Ex-Lafia-A. . .

Kor

0

5

7

9

11

13

15

3.7

4.1

6.2

6.7

6.5

8.7

9.7

3.3

3.3

4.1

4.9

4.5

5.2

6.2

4.1

4.3

4.1

4.7

4.2

4.3

5.2

not perceivetheshort-day stimulusor that thelowerlocatedaxillarymeristems
cannot react to thefloralstimulus.
Floral initiation in the variety Going was already retarded when the plants
hadbeenexposed to7longdaysprior totheshort-daytreatment.No difference
wasobtained between thecontrol plantsand theplants grown for 5daysunder
non-inductive conditions. From Table 18 it appears that when plants after
5 long days were transferred to inductive conditions, the primary leaves were
stillfolded. Consequently,theseplantscouldnot haveperceived thelongdays.
After 7dayswhentheprimary leaveshadunfolded, inflorescence initiationwas
retarded. It may be concluded that in this variety the primary leaves are
already able to perceive the short-day stimulus. The regular increase in the
node number ofthe first inflorescence may indicate that there isno after-effect
of the long-day treatment.
TABLE 18. Plant sizeexpressed by the number of unfolded leaves at the time the plants were
transferred to short (11h) days.Where necessary frequencies are given inbrackets,
p = primaryleaves, p + 1= primaryleavesplusonetrifoliate leaf,etc.
Number of daysafter sowing
Variety
5

7

9

11

13

15

Ex-Lafia-A .

P(3/12)

P

P

P+ l

P+ l

p+2

Going. . . .

-

P

P

P

P+ l

P+ l

Kor . . . .

P

P

P

P

P+ 1 (9/12)

P+ l

A completely different response was found in the variety Ex-Lafia-A. Inflorescence initiation was retarded in all treatments. This indicates that in this
variety the primary leaves are already capable to perceive the short-day
stimulus. Differences between the treatments with 7, 9 and 11long days were
rather small. Twoadditionallongdays,however,caused amarkeddelay.Atthe
stageatwhichtheplantsweretransferredtoinductiveconditions,onlytheprimary
leaveshad unfolded yet (seeTable 18).The trifoliate leaf present after 11days
had just unfolded. It may, therefore, be expected that this leaf had not yet
perceived the long-day stimulus. This seems to indicate that in the variety
Ex-Lafia-A leaves exposed to long days, lose their sensitivity or become less
sensitive to the photoperiod; in other words,an adequate level of induction to
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evoke inflorescence initiation will not be reached until the next leaf has unfolded. When this is kept in mind, it will become evident why differences
between the treatments with 7, 9and 11long days were small, whereas on the
other hand, a marked difference was found between the treatments with 11
and 13and those with 5and 7longdays.
These results point to the fact that there is no completely insensitive period
in the life cycle of the cowpea. As to the data on inflorescence initiation in the
variety Kor, it isevident that there isa stage in which thisplant isless sensitive
to the photoperiod.
In the preliminary experiment described in §1, the results on inflorescence
initiation in the varieties Early Red and OmbligoNegro suggested that the
plants were not fully sensitive to the photoperiod until the axillary buds were
differentiated at about the ninth or tenth node of the main stem. In short days
the first inflorescence was initiated at about the fourth or fifth node in these
varieties. However, with much variation among individual plants, axillary
buds at thefifthto eleventh node werevegetative.Inflorescence primordia were
initiated again at all higher located nodes (see Graphs 4 and 5, p. 47 and 48).
Sincetheseresultscouldbereproduced inlaterexperiments,ithasbeenassumed
that during the period in which the axillary buds were differentiated at the
first 10or 11nodes, the maximum induction level could not be reached which
resulted in possible interruptions in the inflorescence initiation. This phenomenon will be discussed in more detail in Chapter VI.
From the data of Graph 6, p. 50 it can be calculated that the less sensitive
period in these two varieties ends at the unfolding of the fourth or fifth leaf,
which usually occurs 28 to 30days after sowing.
The duration of thejuvenile phase may vary from a few days as in sesame
(92) to periods of over two months as was observed in rice (7). In annuals,
however, such longjuvenile phases seemto be rare.
2.3. Thesensitivity of the leaves
In the foregoing it wasconcluded that in the varieties Ex-Lafia-A and Going
the primary leaves can reach an adequate level of induction for inflorescence
initiation. To investigate whether the sensitivity of the plant increases with
each new leaf appearing after the primary leaves, plants were grown with increasingnumbersofleavesfunctioning andwithallotherleavesremovedassoon
as they became visible. Plants were grown in a photoperiod of 11 h. The
following degrees of defoliation were applied to plants of the variety ExLafia-A:
1. The primary leaves left intact and all further leaves removed at their
appearance.
2. As in (1) but the first trifoliate leaf also left intact.
3. As in (1)but thefirstand second trifoliate leaf also left intact.
4. As in (1)but thefirstthree trifoliate leaves also left intact.
5. Control (all leaves left intact).
The number of plants per group was20.
The leaf axils of the main stem were examined for inflorescence primordia
and the results are presented in Graph 2.This graph isobtained byplotting the
total number of inflorescence primordia on the ordinate against the node
number on the abscissa. For.example, a total number of three inflorescence
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GRAPH 2. Effect of different degrees of defoliation on inflorescence initiation in plants of the
variety Ex-Lafia-A. Inflorescence initiation expressed by the distribution and the
number of inflorescence primordia (generative axillary buds) on the main stem.
Plants defoliated above the primary leaves (A), or above the first (B), the second
(C) or the third (D) trifoliate leaf of the main stem. Data based on 20 plants per
treatment.

primordia at node number eight indicates that there were three plants which
bore an inflorescence primordiumat the eighth node. Consequently, themaximum number of inflorescence primordia (generative axillary buds) in this
treatmentcould neverexceed20sincetherewereonly20plants.
When the plantswere grown with onlythe primary leaves left intact (Graph
2/A), inflorescence initiation wasveryirregular. Inflorescence primordia could
befound atthefourth untiltheninthnode,but thehigherlocatedaxillary buds
were vegetative. Inflorescence primordia could be found also at the 15th node
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in a few, and at the 16th node in most plants. After this "maximum" at the
16th node, the number of inflorescence primordia decreased rapidly; at higher
nodes inflorescence primordia were found in a few plants only. The same
tendency was found in plants which had retained the primary leaves plus one
trifoliate leaf (Graph 2/B); all plants initiated inflorescences at the nodes 7and
8 as also at the nodes 15and 16.However, between the 8th and 15thnode,inflorescence primordia were always found in some plants (cf. Graph 2). If in
addition to the primary leaves two or three trifoliate leaves were left on the
plant (Graph 2/C, D), inflorescence initiation did not differ from that obtained in the control plants. The experiment was repeated and yielded similar
results.
The interruptions in the sequence of inflorescence primordia may be attributed to nonphotoperiodiceffects, probablymainlyduetohightemperatures,whichaccelerated vegetative
growth. This acceleration apparently caused a discrepancy between the rate of development
of axillary meristems and the level of floral stimulus, which resulted in vegetative axillary
buds. Furtherexamination of these vegetative axillary buds confirmed this supposition. The
first axillary bud of these potential laterals was always an inflorescence primordium. Other
non-photoperiodiceffects, however,suchasphotosynthesis,mayalsohaveaffected theresults.

Although no investigations were carried out on the sensitivity of individual
leaves, it is probably justified to say that the plant's sensitivity to inductive
conditions increased with each new leaf appearing until the second trifoliate
leaf or even higher located ones. Whether this increase in sensitivity is caused
by the increase in total leaf area only or also by the more sensitive trifoliate
leaves has not been investigated.
2.4. Graftingexperiments
It has been reported earlier that, apart from the variety PI 221731, inflorescenceprimordia were never found at the first two internodes of the plant.
Thismaybeexplainedbyassumingthattheseaxillarymeristems are already initiated before the plants reach an adequate level of induction. A second
possibility is that the lower located axillary meristems could not react to the
floral stimulus. To investigate this last point a number of grafting experiments
has been carried out. In these experiments seedlings which had just emerged,
i.e. five days after sowing, were grafted onto stocks obtained from induced
plants. Usually theplants to beused asstocks hadfiveto sixunfolded trifoliate
leaves. Throughout the investigations a modified cleft-grafting was used (see
Fig. 1).
In general grafting was carried out as follows. Tops of plants to be used as
stocks were removed above the fourth leaf and the scions were inserted in the
cleft stems and sealed with self-sealing crepe rubber. Grafting was done in the
epicotyl of the seedling. Care was taken that grafting wasperformed in not too
old internodes. Preparation of scions and stocks was done with a razor blade.
A high air-humidity around the grafted plants was maintained by means of a
wooden frame-work covered with polyethylene, which fitted onto the cisterns.
In addition, the pots were placed in the cisterns above a layer of water. When
the grafts had taken the pots were placed in soil-filled cisterns where they
remained until the experiment was terminated.
In these experiments the primary leaves were left on the scions until grafts
had taken. The later developing leaveswere removed as soon asthey appeared.
The grafted plants were grown under inductive conditions until at least 5 or
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen 63(3), IS2 (1963)
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FIGURE 1. Modified cleft-grafting. Schematic drawing of the steps in making the graftcombination. The scions are prepared with long sloping cuts on both sides (A)
and a shorter oblique one at the base of the scion (B).The stock isprepared with
a short oblique cut at itstop. A long shallow, tangential cut ismade into one side
of the stem (C).The scion isthen inserted into thecleft stem so that the cambium
layersmatch atleast alongoneside(D).

6 trifoliate leaves had been removed. The scions were then examined for inflorescence primordia. Two varieties have been used as stocks, viz. PI 221731
and Ex-Lafia-A. Seedlings of the varieties PI221731, Ex-Lafia-A and Korwere
grafted onto stocks of PI 221731. For Ex-Lafia-A the scion varieties were
PI 221731and Ex-Lafia-A.
TABLE 19. Grafting of non-induced scions (5-day old seedlings) on inductive stocks.Effect of
the graft combination onfloralinitiation inthescion. Photoperiod 11hours
Number ofplants (graft combinations)

Variety
Number of
grafts
Scion
Ex-Lafia-A
Kor
PI 221731
PI 221731
Ex-Lafia-A

Stock
PI 221731
Ex-Lafia-A

10
10
10
6
5

Node number at which thefirst
inflorescence wasfound on the scion:
1st

2nd

3rd

2
4
5

1
7
6
1

9
1

4th

4

1

Theresults(Table 19)showthat thepractically insensitivevariety PI221731
canfunction asadonor offloralstimulusfor photoperiodically sensitiveplants.
Similar results are known from the literature, e.g.day-neutral strains of soybean may inducefloralinitiation in a short-day strain (40);the same holds for
Gossypium (52).
Furthermore, the results indicate that themeristemsin the axils of the lower
located leaves can react to the floral stimulus. Only in a few cases was an
inflorescence primordium found in the axil of the first trifoliate leaf. If the
variety PI 221731wasgrafted onto stocks of either PI221731or Ex-Lafia-A a
considerable number of scions initiated an inflorescence primordium at the
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first node. In the variety Ex-Lafia-A, however, it wasusually impossible to
obtain inflorescence primordia in theaxils of the first trifoliate leaves ofthe
scion. In one plant, however, an inflorescence wasfound in the axil ofthe
second trifoliate leaf. These results may be explained by assuming that the
axillary budofthe first trifoliate leaf isalready initiated intheseedling before
grafting. Microscopical examination offive-dayold seedlings confirmed this.
Inmanycasesanaxillarybud couldbeobservedintheaxilofthefirst trifoliate
leaf.
Inthevariety Ex-Lafia-A itmight alsobethat morefloralstimulusisneeded
to obtain floral initiation intheaxils ofthe lowest leaves than inthose ofthe
higher located ones.
As an explanation for theabsence of inflorescences inthe axils of thefirst
twoorthreetrifoliate leavesinmostvarietiesitmaybeassumedthat itiseither
due to an inadequate level offloralstimulus atthetime ofinitiation ofthese
meristems ortoalower sensitivity ofthesemeristems tothefloralstimulus.
3. PHOTOPERIODIC INDUCTION

3.1. General
The term photoperiodic induction covers the changes which take place in
plantsundertheinfluenceofphotoperiodsandwhichmayleadtofloralinitiation
(52). Photoperiodic induction in plants is thought to involve twoprocesses,
bothofwhichareapparentlyfavoured bythesamephotoperiodsinmostplants.
In some plant species,theso-called short-long-day andlong-short-day plants,
each stagehasa different photoperiodic requirement (6).Inmany experiments
nodifference ismadebetweeninductionanditsvisibleevidence,floralinitiation.
In thecowpea theduration ofthe induction period isusually fairly shortin
short days.When plants ofthe varieties Ex-Lafia-A, Ex-Bukuru-A andGoing
were exposed to short daysfirstandthen to long days,it appeared thatfloral
initiation could already beobtained when theplants were transferred to long
days 10days after sowing. In thevariety Kor this was 15days after sowing.
When it is considered that the seedlings emerge above the soil about 4 or5
daysafter sowing,itfollows that theactual induction periodinshort daysdoes
not exceed 5or6days.Inthevariety Korthis seemstobelonger. Ithasto be
kept inmind, however, that Korhasa distinct insensitive period inwhichthe
plantdoesnotreacttothephotoperiod(cf.§2.2). Ifthisinsensitiveperiodisalso
deducted from the 15 short days to which the plant wasexposed, it appears
that inthevariety Kortheinduction period isalsointheorder of5or6days.
Similar short induction periods have also been reported for rice (7). No
reference ismade intheliteraturetosuchaperiod incowpea, however.
Under long days theinduction takes longer and,provided thevariety used
isnotvery sensitivetothephotoperiod, inflorescence initiation may takeplace
within a fewweeks of sowing. It isnot known whether this is achieved bya
gradually building upoftheinduced state intheplant during many cyclesor
whether therateofinduction becomesmore rapid.
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3.2. Effectof long daysonsubsequent induction inshort days
It wasobserved in§ 2.2that at least intheearly growth stagesofthevariety
Ex-Lafia-A, inflorescence initiation wasretarded when the short-day treatment
was applied late in the life of the plant. This phenomenon was thought to be
brought about byan effect of the longdayspreceding theshort-day treatment.
In an experiment to investigate this two groups of plants of the varieties ExLafla-A and Ex-Bukuru-A were grown in a photoperiod of 16h. The groups,
sown at 2-week intervals, were exposed to either 14or 28 long days prior to
the short-day treatment. At the time theplants weretransferred to short days,
the numbers of unfolded leaves were counted. During the short-day treatment
thenodenumber wasrecorded at whichthefirstgenerativebudwas found.
Thedataobtainedshowthattheinductionperiodinshortdayswasprolonged
when the plants were exposed to long days prior to inductive conditions (the
firstinflorescence wasfound higherthanwouldbeexpected from the differences
in vegetative development at the moment inductive conditions started). The
experiment was repeated with thevarieties Ex-Lafia-A and Going. Plantswere
exposedto longdaysfor either 14,28or42days.Thedata obtained inthisand
the previous experiment are presented in Table 20. Since the data for the
TABLE20. Effect of long- (16h) day treatments (0, 14, 28 and 42 long days) on subsequent
inductionin short(11h)days..Averagesof 5plants(of20plantsinEx-Bukuru-A).
Variety
Recorded data

Ex-Bukuru-A
0

14

28

1.0

3.5

9.9

12.4

41.9 34.0

32.7

No. leaves formed
prior to the shortdayconditions . .
No. first node with
inflorescence . . .

4.3

Ex-Lafia-A
0

4.5

Going

14

28

42

1.0

5.4

9.1

10.0

16.0

0

3.0

14

28

42

1.0

4.0

7.0

6.0

11.6

17.0

No. short daysuntil
44.3 37.0 37.4 40.6 44.9 36.2 30.0 28.4

varietyEx-Lafia-Aobtained inthefirstexperimentwerecompletelycomparable
with those obtained in the second one, only those of the latter have been
entered inthistable.
The results, which are in complete accordance with those obtained earlier
(see § 2.2), show that the after-effect of long days on subsequent induction in
short days isvery marked in both varieties, Ex-Lafia-A and Ex-Bukuru-A. In
the treatment with 14 long days the plants in all three varieties, Going, ExLafia-A and Ex-Bukuru-A, had unfolded only one trifoliate leaf, but the first
inflorescence was found at a much higher located node in the varieties ExLafia-A and Ex-Bukuru-A than in the variety Going. This may indicate that
any after-effect of long days in the latter variety is much less marked (the
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retardation of inflorescence initiation in this variety may be explained by
differences in vegetative development when inductive conditions started).
There does not seem to be an effect of the duration of the long-day treatment on induction asthe plantsfloweredalmost simultaneously. After 42long
days there was a tendency towards laterfloweringin the variety Ex-Lafia-A,
but this must be attributed mainly to the fact that in this particular treatment
vegetative growth was inhibited before an inflorescence could be initiated on
the main stem. In the variety Going, however, the plants were the earliest in
flowering in the treatment with 42 long days. This seems in accordance with
the conclusion that the after-effect of long days is less marked in this variety.
It wasassumed in § 2.2 that after an exposure to longdays the sensitivity of
the leaves to short days was either less or completely lost, but it may also be
possible that such leavesare less capable of producing the floral stimulus. An
after-effect oflongdaysoninduction inshortdayshasbeenreported earlier for
the rice variety Tjina (7). However, no explanation was given for this phenomenon.
To determine more precisely the effect of long days on the duration of the
induction period in short days it would have been necessary to determine the
number of days to inflorescence initiation. Although microscopical determination of inflorescence initiation is not impossible, this would have met with
manydifficulties. Inflorescence initiationisnotaccompaniedbymacroscopically
visiblechangesintheplant, whichimpliesthat agreat number ofplantswould
have been required. When the size of the leavesand the growth habit of most
Vignaplants is taken into consideration, it will be clear that even working
with merely one variety would have taken up very much space. Therefore,
variation in inflorescence initiation has been expressed by variation in node
number. This,however,makesan interpretation ofthe resultsmore difficult.
4. REPRODUCTIVE DEVELOPMENT

4.1.General
In cowpea varieties which do not have a terminal inflorescence, vegetative
and reproductive growthmayoccur sidebyside.Inmostcasesstemelongation
and leaf production continue until maturity. Thus, the same plant may bear
pods,flowersandflowerbuds. In some cases, provided environmental conditions are favourable, even inflorescence initiation may take place although the
first pods have already set. When studying the four stages into which the
reproductive development may be divided, viz. inflorescence initiation, inflorescence development, anthesis and fruit development, one has to take into
account the indirect effects from the simultaneously occurring vegetative
growth. For example, an apparent effect of the photoperiod on inflorescence
development may be brought about indirectly by the vegetative growth which
wasaffected bythe photoperiod.
Some experiments have been carried out to investigate the first three stages
of the reproductive development. The data obtained on each of these stages
will be discussed separately. The fourth stage, pod development, will not be
considered here. It should be noted, however, that in our experiments an
effect of the photoperiod on pod development has never been observed.
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4.2. Inflorescence initiation
In the leaf axils buds are borne which may be either vegetative, i.e. they
represent a lateral branch, or generative, in which case they maydevelop into
an inflorescence. Thevegetativebuds consist of an apical meristem, 5or 6leaf
primordia and axillary meristems which are protected by the stipules of the
leaf primordia. In a generative bud neither leaves nor stipules are found but
bracts protect the first floral structures instead. Outwardly these buds differ
greatlyfrom thevegetativeonesandbothcanbedistinguishedmacroscopically.
Due to their protective stipules, the vegetative buds have a longer, flatter and
more pointed shape than the reproductive ones which are more spherical.
Closetothebaseofbothvegetativeandgenerativeaxillarybudsapairofsmall,
opposite, reduced leaves (prophylls) is found. In the axils of these prophylls
buds are present which normally remain dormant but which may be forced to
grow out. Usually one of the buds is bigger than the other. These buds - if
forced - develop into lateral branches(c/.Chapter VII).
In the literature reference has only been made to the above mentioned bud
stage (75). However, no published data are available on the inflorescence
initiation as determined by microscopic examination.
In order to study the early developmental stages of the axillary meristems,
young cowpea plants were dissected under a binocular. The very young
axillary meristems wereremoved bymeans of dissecting needlesand placed on
microscope slides. After being heated in a chloral hydrate (CCl3COH • H 2 0)
solution the meristems were examined microscopically.
Very young axillary meristems are hemispherical in shape. At the base of
these structures two small outgrowths soon become visible which are the
squamiform prophylls of the bud. The first sign of the initiation of the inflorescence consists of the formation of a shallow groove over the top of the
growingpoint, duetoanapparent doublingofthelatter.Onepart- theactual
growingpoint - elongates,whereasatthebaseof theotherpart thefirstbractis
initiated. This bract always remains below the top of the growing point. This
ostensible doubling of the growing point, together with the formation of the
firstbract, indicates the initiation of the inflorescence.
In a vegetatively developing axillary bud the doubling does not occur and,
instead of a bract, the first trifoliate leaf is differentiated and soon followed
by the stipules. At this stage the leaf primordium is always longer than a
bract primordium in a generative bud, and extends above the growing point.
The growing point elongates, and higher located leaves are subsequently
differentiated.
4.3. Inflorescence development
Inflorescence development canbedefined astheperiodbetween inflorescence
initiation and the moment at which the first flowers open in the individual
inflorescence. Flowering proper and inflorescence development cannot be
completely separated, however. The inflorescence of the cowpea is racemose
and inflorescence development may continue after the appearance of thefirst
open flowers, provided these flowers are removed (cf.Chapter II, § 1.2).
Usually only two pairs and at most three pairs of flowers develop before
the development of higher locatedflowerbuds is arrested. The investigations
on inflorescence development are mainly confined to the period between inflorescence initiation and the opening ofthefirstflower.
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To study the photoperiodic effects on inflorescence development an experiment was carried out in which plants of thevarieties Ex-Bukuru-A and Going
were grown for 10, 15,20, 25 and 30 days under short-day conditions. After
this treatment plants were transferred to long days. In all the treatments with
both varieties inflorescences had been initiated but they never developed. No
peduncle elongation took place and the smallflowerbuds soon aborted (see
Photo 1).Sometimeseven theentireinflorescence - although small- shrivelled
and was abscised. Control plants of the varieties Going and Ex-Bukuru-A
flowered after 50and 44days respectively. In all treatments vegetative growth
had continued (cf. Chapter III, §2.2) which may have caused this failure of
inflorescence development.
The experiment was repeated with the same varieties. The short-day treatmentconsisted of25,30,35and45dayspriortolong-dayconditions.Thenumber ofdaystofloweringand thenumber offlowerswererecorded ineach treatment.
TABLE21. Effect oflong(16h)subsequent to short (11h)daysoninflorescence development.

Effectexpressedbythenumberofflowersandthedaysfromsowinguntil flowering.
Averagesofeightplants
Variety
Numberof shortdays
priortolongdays

25
30
35
45
control
* Average oftwoplants.
**Average offiveplants.

Ex-Bukuru-A
Numberof
flowers

24.5
50.1
49.4

Daysfrom
sowinguntil
flowering

50.4
51.0
50.4

Going
Numberof
flowers
4.5*
5.3**
3.5**
17.7
26.7

Daysfrom
sowinguntil
flowering
60.5*
63.6**
65.4**
58.4
57.4

The results (Table 21) show that in the variety Ex-Bukuru-A,floweringwas
markedly affected by vegetative growth (cf. Chapter III, §2.2). After 25 and
30short days vegetative growth continued, but inflorescence development was
inhibited. However, when further vegetative growth was inhibited, after 45
short days, no difference with the control was found. In the treatment with
35 short daysfloweringwas not retarded but the average number offlowers
was much smaller than in the control plants. In this treatmentfloweringalso
seemed to have been affected by vegetative growth. The average number of
flowers formed on the three plants which had continued stem elongation, was
only 14.7whereas for the remainder an average of 30.4wasfound. This isstill
lessthan the number offlowersproduced in the control. When the location of
theseflowerswas studied, it appeared that only the oldest inflorescences bore
openflowers.The subsequently formed ones did not develop andflowerbuds
aborted. This may indicate that the inflorescence development requires inductiveconditionsuntil acertain stageofdevelopment isreached. Microscopic
examination of a number of aborted flower buds showed that all the floral
parts had been initiated, but that meiosis had not taken place.
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Flowering in the variety Going was very irregular. In the first three treatments onlya limited number of plantshadflowered,but eveninthe treatment
with 45short daysfloweringwasmarkedly affected. This maybeattributed to
the fact that in the variety Going vegetative growth was promoted in long
daysin alltreatments.
In the variety Going some lateral branches always bore a terminal inflorescence. Closer observation of thefloweringplants in the first three treatments
revealedthat allflowerswereborneinterminal inflorescences. From thisitwas
concluded that ifvegetative growthwould becurtailed bymeans of shortening
and/or removing part of the main stem and the laterals, all the inflorescences
could be forced to further development. Some experimental evidence was
obtained to support thisview. When plants were continuously pruned, all the
inflorescences developed and the plants eventually flowered and set fruit.
However, these inflorescences differed from those in the control. In the inflorescences of the control plants, the "internodes" of the main axis between
thesuccessiveflower-bearing"nodes"wereusuallynotlongerthanabout 5mm.
In thistreatment, however, they elongated markedly and sometimes attained a
length of 75mm. On the other hand, pruning of the same plants under short
days and repeated removal of the flowers did not yield such abnormal inflorescences (see Photo2).
The same treatments as described above were applied to the variety ExBukuru-A, but as long as new shoots were formed, inflorescences could not
be forced to continue their development. After about 90 days the vegetative
activity stopped and no further axillary shoots had to be removed. When after
106daystheexperiment wasterminated, almost alltheplants inthe treatments
with 25 or 30short days had formed one or two openflowersor some flower
buds which would have opened soon. This gives an indication that in the
variety Ex-Bukuru-A the inhibition of inflorescence development may have
beencausedbyahighlevelofgrowth-promoting substancesowingto thelongday conditions (see 105). When after repeated removal of axillary shoots the
plants stopped their vegetative activities the flower buds developed but the
peduncles did not elongate.
It may also be that inflorescence development is hampered by a lack of
floralstimulus,orthattherequirement forfloralstimulusishigherfor development than for initiation of the inflorescence. MURNEEK (70) assumed a quantitative relationship between the production of floral stimulus and flower
development.Inhisexperimentswiththelong-dayplantRudbeckiaheobserved
that partial or incomplete photoperiodic induction yielded very short pedicels
or sometimes even sessile flowers. A similar relationship has been reported by
JOFFE (48) who worked with the long-day plant Lotus corniculatus. The appearance of abortive inflorescences, which seems to be characteristic of the
latter plant species,aswellasthe degree ofdevelopment of the defective buds,
as expressed by length of peduncle and size of the buds at abscission, were
quantitatively affected by sub-optimal inductive conditions.
To investigate the effect of floral stimulus on the development of inflorescences in the cowpea generative shoots of the varieties Going, Magdalena 9
and PI221731were grafted onto vegetative stocks of Ex-Lafia-A. For details
of the grafting technique used seep. 35.Part of the grafted plants was grown
in long days and part in short days. Scions were kept defoliated. In long days
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the same phenomena were observed in all combinations: no inflorescence ever
developed, whereas in short days inflorescences developed normally. These
results may indicate that for inflorescence development floral stimulus is
required.Thequestionremains,however,whyinthevarietyGoing inflorescences
can be forced to develop under long-day conditions, whereas in the variety
Ex-Bukuru-A the same technique did not result in the production of open
flowers.
A quantitative effect of the floral stimulus on inflorescence development in
the cowpea seemslikely from thefindingsof NJOKU (75).Inhisexperimentshe
observed that theplantsfloweredonlywhengrowninphotoperiods of 12hand
shorter. When theplants weregrown inphotoperiods of 12h 15 min and 12h
30 min they never flowered although inflorescences had been initiated. Inflorescence initiation wasinhibited inphotoperiods of 12h 45min and longer.
Similar resultswereobtained in our experimentswhen thevarieties Ex-Lafia-A
and Ex-Bukuru-A were grown in a photoperiod of 12h 30min or the variety
Going in a photoperiod of 13h 30 min (see Chapter VI, § 1).The plants of
Ex-Lafia-A and Ex-Bukuru-A grown in 12 h and 12 h 15min flowered, but
their vegetative growth was not inhibited. In a later experiment in which ExLafia-A wasalsogrown ina 12h 30minphotoperiod, inflorescences developed
normally and plantsflowered,but in this treatment vegetative growth did not
continue. These results indeed suggest that inflorescence development in the
cowpea depends both on the vegetative growth and the concentration of the
floralstimulus.
Inhibition of inflorescence development has repeatedly been observed in the
varieties Ombligo Negro, Kor and Early Red in short days. In these varieties
inflorescences initiated in the axils of the lower leaves usually did not develop
but aborted. The first flower in these varieties was practically never found
belowtheninth ortenth node.Theseobservationsmayindicate oncemore that
inflorescence development is affected by the vegetative growth and/or by the
level of floral stimulus. The effect of the vegetative growth appears to be an
indirect one, for when plants of the variety Going, grown for 30 days under
inductive conditions, were transferred to long days and vegetative growth
was reduced by means of a constant low temperature (21°C), inflorescence
development wasinhibited aswell.Therefore, it seemslikely that inhibition of
inflorescence development in long days is caused by a rise of the level of
growth substances and/or a lowering of the level offloralstimulus.
4.4.Anthesis
In all treatments and in all varieties used it was noticed in our greenhouse
experiments, that in the morning when the plants were brought into daylight
theflowershad already opened. In those treatments in which the plants were
grown in 10hours daylight, from 7a.m. until 5p.m.,theflowersusuallyclosed
around 9 a.m. However, when plants were moved back to the dark room
earlier inthe afternoon and thus brought out later in themorning(cf. Chapter
II, §2)theflowersclosed earlier. Someobservations madeearlyinthemorning
showed that in photoperiods of 10 h and longer flowers opened at about 5
a.m., thus before plants were brought into daylight. These results seem to
indicate that there is no effect of the photoperiod on anthesis, for both plants
in continuous light (24h)and plants in short photoperiods (e.g.10h) flowered
simultaneously. This may indicate that the change from high-intensity light
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(daylight) to low-intensity light (fluorescent tubes) or darkness starts this
process.
To investigate possible effects of light and darkness on anthesis, an experiment was conducted with twovarieties, Ex-Lafia-A and PI 221731.The plants
were grown in the greenhouse in an 11hphotoperiod. Earlier it wasobserved
that in the greenhouse anthesis could be influenced to some extent by low
temperatures. To avoid such an effect the experiment was carried out at a
constant temperature of 27°C. When anthesis started, plants were transferred
to the cabinets as described in Chapter IV, §2. Plants were exposed to the
following periods of light and darkness:
1. Ex-Lafia-A, 10h high-intensity light (10p.m. until 8a.m.).
2. Ex-Lafia-A, 10 h high-intensity light followed by 6 h low-intensity light
(10.30 p.m. until 2.30p.m.).
3. Ex-Lafia-A, 16h high-intensity light (5p.m. until 9a.m.).
4. PI 221731,as in(1).
5. PI 221731, asin(3).
The high-intensity light source consisted of two high pressure mercury
vapour lamps (HO/2000, 450 Watt) and one 150 Watt incandescent lamp,
yieldinga total light intensity ofabout 50,000erg/sec/cm2at plant level,20cm
from the glass panel. Low-intensity light was supplied by the incandescent
lampwith a light intensity of 4500erg/sec/cm2.
Thefirstobservationsweremadefivedaysafter theplantshadbeen transferred
to the controlled conditions. The plants were examined every hour for open
flowers.In the following days observations were made every 15 minutes, if
necessary. During the dark period examination was carried out by means of
a safe-light (monochromatic green),thus avoiding any other light effect. Open
flowers were removed during the light period. The data collected on anthesis
during four successivedaysarepresenteddiagrammaticallyinFig.2.Inorderto
facilitate a comparison between the different treatments the time scales have
been chosen in such a way that zero in all treatments represents the moment
when plants entered the dark period.
The results indicate that under the prevailing conditions of light and
temperature, the change from light to darkness determined the moment of
opening of the flowers. In treatments (2) and (3) there was no difference in
the effects of high-intensity and low-intensity light. When the light period
was 10h- treatments(1)and(4)- allflowerswereopen 12hafter theplants had
entered darkness. In treatments (2), (3) and (5), where the photoperiod was
16 h, anthesis appeared to be accelerated by 1h 30 min in the variety ExLafia-A and by 2 h in the variety PI 221731. This is probably due to the fact
that the dark period was shorter than 12h, and consequently theflowershad
not yet opened when the plants came into the high-intensity light.
Tosomeextenttheresultsobtainedinthisexperimentcorrespondwiththeobservationsmadeinthegreenhouse.Therewasonedifference,however.Inthegreenhouseanthesisappearednottobeaffected bythesupplementarylight,whereasin
the experiment with the variety Ex-Lafia-A no difference was found between
high-intensity and low-intensity light; in the latter case plants only reacted to
the change from light to darkness. Anthesis is apparently affected by a very
considerable drop in light intensity, e.g. in the greenhouse from daylight to
low-intensity lamp light, or, as in the experiment under controlled conditions,
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FIGURE2. Effect of duration and intensity of illumination on the time of anthesis; varieties

Ex-Lafia-A (1,2and 3)and PI221731 (4and5).

from lamp light to darkness, but not from high-intensity to low-intensity lamp
light. It may also be that the different reactions were caused by differences in
light quality. The light from an incandescent lamp as compared with that
from the fluorescent tubes used in the greenhouse contains more red and
infrared. Especially these parts of the spectrum are known to bemost effective
in photo reactions (seee.g.42).
In Arachishypogaect the opening of the flowers has been reported to be
inhibited in continuous light, but flowers opened soon after they had been
exposed to a period of darkness (23). In theliterature only a few studies on
the effect of light on anthesis have been reported. In several plant species
morning anthesis was found to be inhibited by illumination during the night
(see43).
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CHAPTERVI

DISTURBANCE IN FLORAL INITIATION
1. GENERAL

InChapterV,§1,someresultsofapreliminaryexperimentonfloralinitiation
have been discussed. It was found that in the course of the experiment the
varieties Ex-Lafia-A and Ex-Bukuru-A did not initiate inflorescences in a
photoperiod of 13h. The same holds for the variety Going when grown in a
photoperiod of 14 h. The question arises whether these varieties will never
initiate inflorescences in these photoperiods. To investigate this, six plants of
each variety were grown in the photoperiods 12h, 12h 15min and 12h 30
min for Ex-Lafia-A and Ex-Bukuru-A, and 13h and 13h 30min for Going.
Twelve weeks after sowing data on inflorescence initiation were recorded.
The results (Graph 3) show that inflorescence initiation was very irregular.
In the varieties Ex-Lafia-A and Ex-Bukuru-A a photoperiod of 12h 30 min
mayberegarded as"critical" (cf.6).Inthevariety Goingthe sameholds for a
photoperiod of 13 h 30 min. In these treatments inflorescences had been
initiated but they all abscised and never produced open flowers. The results
suggest that, dependent on the variety,floweringwill be inhibited in a photoperiod of 13 or 14h.
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GRAPH 3. Photoperiodic response of three varieties, Ex-Lafia-A, Ex-Bukuru-A and Going,
at super-optimal photoperiods. Response expressed bythe number of inflorescence
primordia (generative axillary buds) on the main stem. Data based on six plants
per treatment.

The data aspresented in Graph 3may indicate that in the "critical" photoperiod neither the node number of the first inflorescence nor the time from
sowing until inflorescence initiation is a correct criterion as to differences in
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GRAPH4. Photoperiodic response of two varieties, Early Red and Kor, expressed by the

distribution and the number of inflorescence primordia (generative axillary buds)
on the main stem. Data based on 12plants pertreatment.
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photoperiodicbehaviour.Inthefollowingexperimentsthedataon inflorescence
initiation will therefore be presented in the form of graphs such as described
on p.33.
Themoststrikingphenomenon intheexperiment discussedaboveisprobably
the interruption in the sequence of inflorescence primordia along the main
stem. Normally, when plants with axillaryflowersbecome generative, flowers
are borne in all subsequent leaf axils. In the cowpea this appears to be otherwise since interruptions may be observed in most varieties. Interruptions in
floralinitiation were,for instance, observed in thevariety Ex-Lafia-A in short
days when either the primary leaves or the primary leaves plus one trifoliate
leaf were left intact and all other leaves were removed attheirappearance(see
Chapter V, § 2.3).A similar behaviour has been reported previously by MURNEEK (69) for Biloxi soybeans. When these plants were grown with only the
cotyledons left intact "flower bud production was weak, irregular and absent
in someparts of the plant". In our work with cowpea such interruptions were
found in photoperiods which were either sub-optimal or super-optimal as
shown in the foregoing for the varieties Ex-Lafia-A, Ex-Bukuru-A and Going.
These interruptions also occurred in the variety Kor. The varieties Early Red
and Ombligo Negro showed this phenomenon in almost any photoperiod.
However, all these responses have one thing in common: the interruptions
always occurred when the inductive conditions were sub-optimal.
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GRAPH 5. Photoperiodic response of the variety Ombligo Negro expressed by the number
of inflorescence primordia (generative axillary buds) on the main stem. Data based
on six plants per treatment.
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The results on inflorescence initiation in the varieties Kor and Early Red
obtained in a second experiment are presented in Graph 4. The data for
Ombligo Negro (Graph 5)are from the preliminary experiment. On comparing
the results on inflorescence initiation in these three varieties, it becomes clear
that the frequency of such interruptions in floral initiation, or the number of
inflorescence primordia initiated before the interruption, varies with the photoperiod. The interruptions become greater and the number of inflorescence primordia prior to the interruption becomes smaller as the photoperiod deviates
more from the optimum one.This isvery clearly shown by the results obtained
in the variety Early Red but it isalso present in thevariety Ombligo Negro. In
the variety Kor interruptions were only found in the photoperiods of 6, 13,
14, 15and 16h. In the series 13, 14, 15and 16h a photoperiodic effect on the
inflorescence initiation is clearly demonstrated.
In Chapter V, §2.3, it was suggested that interruptions in the sequence of
inflorescence primordia along the main stem may be attributed to non-photoperiodic effects. It was thought that when vegetative growth was accelerated
e.g. by a high temperature, a discrepancy could be brought about between the
concentration of floral stimulus and the rate of development of axillary buds.
However, other factors mayalsocauseafailure ofinflorescence initiation, viz.:
1. The growth rhythm. The rate of vegetative growth of young cowpea
plants is rather high which may cause such discrepancies as suggested above.
2. The carbohydrate status of the plant, which is known to play a role in
floral initiation and flowering (see e.g. 6, 53, 83). It may well be that 10
hours of natural daylight as used in our experiments are inadequate for the
optimal growth of some varieties. When growth rates are high a lack of carbohydrates may be caused in the seedling.
3. Temperature may also affect photoperiodic induction. NAYLOR (71)
states that, although there are variations among species, the optimum temperature in short-day plantsliesin the region of20°to25°C.At low temperatures
between 1°and 4°C, or at high temperatures between 30° and 38°Cflowering
is inhibited provided these temperatures prevail only during the dark period.
In short-day plants several cases are known in which the "critical" daylength
and/or the number of necessary photoperiodic cycles vary with temperature
(33, 62, 76, 86, 100). With Vignaa direct temperature effect seems not to be
likely since results were reproducible under various temperature conditions.
4. At an early stage of growth the plant is unable to initiate inflorescences.
Inflorescence initiation in the axils of the lower located leaves is evoked by
flower-promoting substances present in the cotyledons, but these are active
for a relatively short time only.
2. VEGETATIVE DEVELOPMENT

G r o w t h rhythm. - In the foregoing it was stated that a temporary failure
of inflorescence initiation is a common phenomenon in the varieties Ombligo
Negro and Early Red at almost any photoperiodic treatment, whereas in the
variety Kor it was found in some daylengths only. The question may arise
whether the vegetative development of thesevarieties differs fundamentally.
At sowing the plumula of the embryo consists of two primary leaves and a
growing point. Immediately after germination new leaves are initiated which
eventually start unfolding. In the axils of folded leaves and leaf primordia,
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meristems areformed which areeither generative or vegetative. Duringthe
early growth stages thenumber of differentiated axillary buds betweenthe
growingpoint and thelast unfolded leafincreaseswitheach newleaf unfolding
until about 6to8leaves are present. The rate ofincrease inthis numberof
axillary buds during the first weeks of growing has been used to express
NUMBER OF AXILLARY
BUDS INITIATED ABOVE
THE LAST UNFOLDED LEAF

KOR
EARLY RED
OMBLIGO NEGRO

5

7

NUMBER OFUNFOLDEDLEAVES

GRAPH 6. Rate of vegetative development in thevarieties Kor, Early Redand Ombligo
Negro. Vegetative development expressed by the number ofdifferentiated axillary
buds initiated abovethelast unfolded leafon themain stem.

differences invegetative development between thethree varieties mentioned
above.Inorder to establish thesedifferences, plants of thevarieties Early Red,
Ombligo Negro andKorwere grown ina photoperiod of 16 h. After one,
respectively two, three, etc.until ten leaves had unfolded, 6to 10plants were
examined foraxillary buds above the last unfolded leaf.The results (Graph 6)
indicate that differences between the varieties are not very striking, but itcan
be concluded that during the early growth stages the rate ofdevelopment was
higher in the varieties Early Red and Ombligo Negro than in the variety Kor.
However, it should be kept inmind that these differences are infact greater
owingtoalower rate ofleaf production in Kor. Afew data on leaf production
may demonstrate this (seeTable22).
TABLE 22. Number oftrifoliate leaves formed onthe main stem inphotoperiods of 10 and
16h.Averagesof six plants
Variety
Number of
days after
sowing
24
28
32
36
40

50

Kor

Ombligo Negro

Early Red

10h

16h

10h

16 h

10 h

16h

3.0
4.0
5.0
5.8
6.5

3.3
4.7
5.2
6.7
7.3

3.3
4.7
6.0
7.2
8.2

3.7
4.7
6.8
8.0
9.2

3.0
4.2
5.5
6.7
7.7

3.2
4.8
6.0
7.3
8.3
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From the data on stem elongation in the preliminary experiment average
rates of stem growth havebeen calculated. The results (Graph 7)clearly show
that in both a 10 h and a 16h photoperiod the rate of stem growth in Kor
during early growth stages is much lower than in the other two varieties.
These results, combined with those discussed above, demonstrate that there
are differences in the growth rhythm between the three varieties investigated,
and that during early growth stages, i.e.up to about five trifoliate leaves, the
vegetative development in the variety Kor proceeds more slowly than in the
varieties Early Redand OmbligoNegro.
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GRAPH 7.

Average rate of main stem growth in short (10 h) and long (16 h) days for the
varieties Ombligo Negro, Kor and Early Red. Averages of sixplants.

In the variety Early Red inflorescence initiation is retarded most when the
plants are exposed to a 15or a 16h photoperiod. Closer examination of the
vegetative axillary buds on the main stem, other than the first one, revealed
that thefirstaxillary bud ofthesepotential lateralswasalwaysgenerative.This
maysuggestthatinflorescenceinitiationispossible,providedvegetativedevelopment is reduced. As discussed above, vegetative growth of the main stem is
rapid in this variety. The rate of development of vegetative axillary buds,
however, isat first fairly low but increases thereafter. For instance, when in a
variety sensitive to the photoperiod an inflorescence is initiated at the tenth
node,aninflorescencewillalsobeinitiatedinthefirstaxilofthe5or6vegetative
axillary buds located below this node. When in Early Red these axillary buds
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen63(3), IS2 (1963)
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develop into laterals it appears that inflorescence initiation has been confined
to the first, and in some cases also to the second node, which may suggest
that as soon as the laterals start to elongate the rate of growth becomes too
high for further inflorescence initiation.
On considering the data of Graphs 4and 5(p. 47and 48)itwillbeclearthat
temporary failure of inflorescence initiation in the varieties Ombligo Negro
and in Early Red in short days mainly occursfrom thefifthto the tenth node.
The axillary budscorresponding withthese nodes areinitiated during stagesin
whichtherateofstemgrowth(Graph 7)andtherateofdevelopment (Graph6)
are highest. The fact that these phenomena seem to coincide may suggest that
during these particular growth stages a discrepancy isbrought about between
the concentration of thefloralstimulus and theinitiation ofaxillarybuds.This
may hold particularly if the concentration of thefloralstimulus is sub-optimal
asmaybeexpected inyoungplants.
Grafting experiments. - The question may arise whetherthe differences
between the varieties Kor and Early Red in short days are caused only by
differences in vegetative development, or whether they are also due to quantitative differences in the level offloral stimulus. It maybethat for inflorescence
initiation a lower concentration of floral stimulus is required in Kor than in
Early Red, or that plants of Early Red with two or three leaves produce less
floralstimulus than do similar plants of Kor. In the latter situation even more
floral stimulus may be produced than is required for inflorescence initiation.
To investigate this, reciprocal graftings have been made between the varieties
Kor and Early Red. Plants of both varieties were grown under inductive conditions until 4 or 5 trifoliate leaves had unfolded. In all cases graftings were
madeabovethethird trifoliate leaf,thusallstockplantsretained three trifoliate
plustheprimary leaves.Thescionsconsisted of 5-or 6-day old seedlingswhich
had just unfolded their primary leaves. When the grafts had taken, theseprimary leaveswere removed and the scions were kept defoliated. Therefore, the
stocks in these grafts were used as donors, whereas the scions functioned as
receptors of the floral stimulus. Four graft combinations were made, viz.
two control grafts (Kor/Kor and ER/ER) and the two reciprocals ER/Kor*)
and Kor/ER. Of each of the combinations 15grafts were made. Of the combinations ER/Kor and Kor/ER respectively only7and 8 grafts were successful,
whereas 14grafts of Kor/Kor and 13of ER/ER had taken. The fact that but
50% of the reciprocal grafts were successful may be caused by a graft-incompatibility. It was observed that there were differences in chromosome size
between the two varieties (25).Thismatter was not investigated.
When about six leaves had been removed, scions were examined for inflorescence primordia. The results (Graph 8) suggest that the stocks of Early
Red were a more favourable donor for floral stimulus than stocks of Kor
since in the combinations with Early Red as the donor, scions had initiated
more inflorescence primordia than when Kor was used. In the latter combinations inflorescence initiation was very poor. The differences between the
combinations Kor/ER and ER/ER may indicate that for floral initiation less
floralstimulusisneededinKorthan inEarly Red.However,thedata obtained
in the combinations Kor/Kor and ER/Kor seem to indicate the opposite. In
*) ER/Kor = Early Red scion on Kor as a stock
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GRAPH 8. Grafting of non-induced scions (5- or 6-day old seedlings) onto inductivestocks.

Effect ofthegraft-combination onfloralinitiationinthescion.Resultsofreciprocal
graftsbetweenthevarietiesKorandEarlyRed(ER).Forinstance,Kor/ER = Kor
scion on Early Red asastock.

the latter two combinations growth of the scions was rather poor which is
clearly demonstrated by the average numbers of leaves removed per day
(Kor/ER: 0.20, ER/ER: 0.16, Kor/Kor: 0.14, ER/Kor: 0.13). These resuits clearly show that there is a positive correlation between the growth of
the scion and inflorescence initiation in this scion. This may be explained by
theassumptionthatinthecaseofpoorgrowthverysmallamountsofassimilates
were transported to the scion and subsequently no adequate level of floral
stimulus could be reached to evoke inflorescence initiation.
Summarizing it can be stated that the experiment did not yield any evidence
for a possible explanation of the differences in inflorescence initiation between
thevarieties Kor and Early Red.
Temperature. - Normally the rate of node production decreases when
temperatureisloweredandincreaseswithincreasingtemperatures.Thequestion
may arise as to what extent slow growth also means earlier inflorescence
initiation.To investigate thispoint plants of thevariety Early Redweregrown
at constant temperatures of 21° and 28°C respectively. Per treatment 10plants
were grown in controlled-environment rooms in a photoperiod of 16 h. The
lightsourceconsistedoftwenty-four 40 Wattdaylightfluorescenttubes(Philips,
TLF/55) with an average light intensity of 50,000 erg/sec/cm2 at 15cm below
the lamps.In both treatments the photoperiod consisted of high-intensity light
only. At 60days after sowing, the plants were examined for inflorescence primordia.Vegetative growth at these two temperatures differed greatly. Whereas
theplants at 28°Chadunfolded 15.3leaves,thisnumber wasonly 6.7at 21°C.
The results (Graph 9) show that temperature, directly or indirectly through
vegetative growth, had a marked effect on inflorescence initiation. At a temperatureof21°C, atwhichvegetativegrowthwasretarded, inflorescence initiation
waspromoted and took placeat nodeslowerthan waseverfound under greenhouse conditions. However, in spite of the fact that plants had grown at a
constant temperature, in a few plants inflorescence initiation was again interMeded. Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen 63(3), 1-82(J963)
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rupted. At 28°C in only one plant an inflorescence had been initiated on the
mainstem.Examination ofthevegetativeaxillarybudsand ofthelaterals from
thesecond nodeon,again showed that allfirstaxillarybudsweregenerative.
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GRAPH 9. Inflorescence initiation on the main stem of plants grown in a constant low (21°C)
or a constant high(28°C)temperature; variety Early Red. Photoperiod 16h. Data
based on 10plantsper treatment.

It appears oncemore that in an early stage ofgrowthinflorescence initiation
seems to be determined by the balance between vegetative growth and the
concentration of the floral stimulus in this variety. High temperatures may
disturb this balance by increasing the vegetative growth and/or lowering the
concentration of the floral stimulus. It is not likely that the differences in the
experiment were brought about by an effect of temperature on photoperiodic
induction, although this possibility cannot be completely ruled out. No experiments were carried out to investigate this. The greater differences were
probably partly due to differences in the carbohydrate status of the plants as
aresultofahighrateofrespirationat28°C.
The results obtained indicate that an effect of the temperature cannot explain the interruptions in inflorescence initiation as observed in the greenhouse.
In Chapter V, §2.3, it was shown that failure of inflorescence initiation in
the variety Ex-Lafia-A also occurred in short days when all leaves above the
primary leaves were removed. To investigate the effect of temperature on inflorescence initiation in this treatment, three lots of 9plants each were grown
in cabinets (p.25)at a constant temperature of 30°Cand in a photoperiod of
11 h (high-intensity lamp light). The primary leaves were left intact and all
trifoliate leaveswereremoved at their appearance.When 7trifoliate leaveshad
been removed, plants were subjected to different day and night temperatures.
Onelotofplantswasgrownatadaytemperatureof30°andanighttemperature
of21°C,the second lot at a daytemperature of21°and a night temperature of
30°C. After 8 days the plants were transferred to a constant temperature of
30°C.After anadditional 10daystheinflorescence primordia onthemainstem
were counted. The average leaf production in both treatments was one.leaf
per two days,which rate remained constant throughout the experiment.
The results (Graph 10)show that under the prevailing conditions a diurnal
temperature range,either with a lownight or a lowday temperature, favoured
inflorescence initiation only when it was applied after a constant high temperature. The second change, from a different day and night temperature to a
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GRAPH 10. Inflorescence initiation on themain stem of plants defoliated above theprimary

leaves and grown in different temperature treatments. The plants were initially
growninaconstanttemperatureof30°C.After theremovaloftheseventh folded
trifoliateleaffromthemainstem,plantsweresubjectedtoeitheradaytemperature
of 21° andanight temperature of 30°C(left) oradaytemperature of 30° anda
night temperature of21°C(right). Whenatotal of 11folded trifoliate leaveshad
been removed from themain stem, plants were transferred to aconstant temperatureof30°C.VarietyEx-Lafia-A. Photoperiod 11h.Data basedonnineplants
pertreatment.

constant high temperature, didnot lead to inflorescence initiation on themain
stem. In the control plants, which were grown continuously at 30°C, no inflorescence primordia could be detected. Under these conditions apparently
neither a constant high temperature nor a diurnal temperature range could
bring about inflorescence initiation on the main stem.
The results suggest that only those axillary meristems which have reached a
certain stage of development, are sensitive to temperature. It maywell be that
at this stage some parts of the meristems are more inhibited than other parts,
thus favouring a more symmetrical development of the axillary bud which is
the characteristic of the onset of inflorescence initiation (cf. Chapter V,§ 4.2).
This has not been further investigated. The only definite fact shown by the
experimental results is that under certain conditions a sudden lowering ofthe
temperature may lead to the initiation of a few inflorescence primordia.
The experiment was repeated with night temperatures of 18°and 15°C but
no inflorescence initiation took place at these temperatures.
Gibberellic a c i d . - I n Chapter IV, §1,an experiment was discussed in
which theeffect of gibberellic acid onthemain stem elongation wasstudied. It
was shown that stem elongation was markedly affected by gibberellic acid.
Moreover, vegetative development wasaccelerated since the rate of node production increased aswell.
The results of the experiments discussed in the foregoing have repeatedly
indicated that a high rate of vegetative development may bring about an inhibition of inflorescence initiation. The results on inflorescence initiation in
the experiment with gibberellic acid (Graph 11) confirmed this. Inflorescence
initiation in the variety Ex-Lafia-A was interrupted, whereas in the variety
Kor a delay of at least twonodes wasfound. Thevariety Going appeared not
to beaffected, although intwoplants an inflorescence wasborne in theaxilof
the second trifoliate leaf,aphenomenon which had never been observed earlier
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen63(3), 1-82 (1963)
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GRAPH 11. Inflorescence initiation on the main stem of plants which were treated with
gibberellic acid. Varieties Ex-Lafia-A, Going, Kor and Early Red. Photoperiod
11 h. Data based on 12plants per treatment.

in this variety. Early Red showed a completely different type of reaction. Inflorescence initiation was inhibited at the first six nodes. At the seventh and
higherlocatednodesinflorescenceprimordiawerefound inpracticallyallplants.
Ascomparedwiththecontrolgenerativebudswerefoundmuchmore frequently
at the7th, 8thand 9thnodes. No explanation wasfound for this phenomenon.
It has been discussed earlier that gibberellic acid-treated plants had smaller
leaves than untreated ones (Table 23). The variety Early Red formed an exceptionhere.Although thefirst trifoliate leafwassmaller,thefourth waslarger
than in the untreated plants. Differences in location on the main stem of
generativebudsbetween treated and control plantsmaytherefore bepresumed
to arisefrom differences in leafarea.This supposition, however,doesnotseem
verylikelysincethedifferences inleafsizewhichwereobservedinthepreliminary
experiment(cf. Table5,p.14)inphotoperiodsshorterthan 11 h,hadpractically
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TABLE23. Effect of gibberellic acid on the size of the top leaflet of the first and fourth tri-

foliate leaf (incm2).Averages of 12plants
Firsttrifoliate leaf

Fourthtrifoliate leaf

Variety

Ex-Lafia-A. . .
Kor
EarlyRed . . .

-GA 3

+ GA3

-GA 3

+ GA3

22.5
19.7
34.4
42.5

20.4
18.1
25.3
37.7

36.2
51.7
79.9
70.9

29.3
48.8
71.4
78.7

no effect on inflorescence initiation. Moreover, the differences in short days
are more likely to becaused by a reduced photosynthesis than by differences in
leaf area.
A third possible explanation may be found in a direct effect of gibberellic
acid on photoperiodic induction. According to the literature it is known that
in short-day plants the effectiveness of an inductive photoperiod may be
reduced by gibberellin (9, 12,36).However, gibberellin may also substitute for
additional induction periods in promoting the reproductive development of
induced plants (31, 98),but thisdoesnot seemto bea direct effect on induction
(98).
3. LIGHT INTENSITY

In § 1it was suggested that the high rate of growth during the early growth
stages of the cowpea plant could cause temporary lack of carbohydrates with,
as a result, a temporary failure of inflorescence initiation. Itispossiblethat under greenhouse conditionsadaylight period of 10h(asusedinour experiments)
is too short for optimal growth of some cowpea varieties, which in its turn,
would affect inflorescence initiation. To investigate this two groupsofplantsof
the varieties Ombligo Negro and Early Red were grown in a photoperiod of
16h. One group received 10h the other 12h daylight. Each group consisted of
12plants. Ten weeks after sowing the number of inflorescences was recorded.
The results (Graph 12)show that there was no marked effect of an increased
daylight period on inflorescence initiation. Someslight differences, however, are
in favour of the 12h daylight period, but it is clear that these differences are
too small as to be of any appreciable effect. In addition, it is shown that a 12h
daylight period could not prevent failure of inflorescence initiation. From
these results it seems justified to conclude that in a 10 h daylight period the
temporary failure ofinflorescence initiation isnot likely to havebeen caused by
a lack of products of photosynthesis.
In a second experiment, in which the influence of light intensity on inflorescenceinitiation wasinvestigated, twovarieties, Ex-Lafia-A and Early Red, were
grown in a photoperiod of 12 h 30 min. The plants were subjected to three
different treatments, (1) diffuse daylight during 10 h, (2) diffuse daylight
during 5h and (3)control. For details seep.22.
Theresultsoninflorescence initiation inEarly Redobtainedinthisexperiment
(Graph 13)clearly demonstrate that reduction of light intensity had no marked
effect on inflorescence initiation and did not prevent the initiation of inflorescences at lower nodes. Inflorescence initiation in Ex-Lafia-A was not affected
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen 63(3), 1-S2(1963)
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GRAPH 12. Effect of an extension of the daylight period from 10 to 12 h on inflorescence
initiation on the main stem;varietiesEarly Red and Ombligo Negro. Photoperiod
16h. Data based on 12plantsper treatment.
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GRAPH 13. Effect of a reduced light intensity (shade) during 0%(A),50%(B)and 100% ( Q
of the daylight period on inflorescence initiation on the main stem; variety Earlv
Red. Photoperiod 12h 30min. Data based on 12plants per treatment.

either. In all three treatments inflorescences only had been initiated at the
higher nodes, but initiation was fairly irregular within the treatments.
In Ex-Lafia-A data on inflorescences were also recorded for the laterals^
Usually not more than four laterals were formed per plant, viz. two in the
axilsof theprimary leaves,one intheaxil ofthefirstand oneintheaxilof the
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second trifoliate leaf. The data on inflorescence initiation have been added
individually for these three types of laterals. Since not all laterals had formed
the same number of nodes, the total number of axillary buds and the number
ofinflorescence primordia arebothgiven(Graph 14).
Inflorescence primordia wereconfined to the baseand to the top part of the
laterals and in practically all laterals no inflorescences werefound between the
third and the eighth node.On themain stem, however, inflorescence initiation
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GRAPH 14. Siteof inflorescence initiationonthelateralsarisingfromtheaxilsoftheprimary

leaves (A), the first trifoliate (B) and the second trifoliate leaf (C) of the main
stem. Plants were grown inthe shade during0%(left), 50%(middle) and 100 %
(right)'of the daylight period. Variety Ex-Lafla-A. Photoperiod 12 h 30 min.
Data based on 12plants,pertreatment.

wasinhibited untilabout thesixteenth node.Whenthegrowth ofthelateralsis
considered, it is conspicuous that inflorescence intiation took place only in
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen 63(3), 1-82(1963)
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thoseperiodsinwhichthegrowthofthelateralwasslowest,i.e.at thebeginning
and attheend oftheelongation ofthelateral.
Theaboveindicatesthat adecreaseinphotosynthesisasaresultofareduced
light intensity cannot account for the interruptions in inflorescence initiation.
Therefore, it does not seem likely that under our conditions the carbohydrate
status of the plant may have played a role in the observed sequence of inflorescence initiation. However, thepossibility that the effect ofa reduced light
intensity wascompensated by an increase in leaf area (cf. Table 24)cannot be
excluded.
TABLE24. Effect ofreduced intensity ofdaylight onthesizeof the
topleaflet ofthefourth trifoliate leaf(incm8).Daylight
intensity reduced during the entire daylight period
(100),during 50%ofthedaylight period (50),ornot at
all (full daylight (0)). Photoperiod 12h 30min.
Averages of 12plants
Variety

0

50

100

Ex-Lafia-A. . . .
Early Red . . . .

28.8
75.7

41.8
100.3

49.2
113.8

In spiteofthenegative resultsfrom thesetwoexperiments,acorrelation was
found between the inhibition of inflorescence initiation and the vegetative
growth. Although no conclusive evidence was obtained as to a causal relation
between these two phenomena, the conclusion seems justified that at suboptimal concentrations of the floral stimulus a high rate of vegetative growth
may counteract inflorescence initiation.
4. EFFECTOF COTYLEDONS

The interruption of inflorescence initiation which was found in some of
our experiments, has been explained in terms of possible temperature and
growthrateeffects. Itmightalsobe,however,thatflower-promoting substances
present in the cotyledons of the young seedlings bring about inflorescence
initiation in a few buds located at low nodes, and that only at later stages,
after the plant has resumed vegetative growth for some time (after some
vegetative buds have been formed), the leaves become sufficiently induced by
the photoperiod to evokefloralinitiation in all subsequently formed buds.
As far as the author is aware, an indication for the presence of flowerpromoting substances in the cotyledons ofyoung seedlingshas been reported
onlyonceinliterature. HAUPT(37),whostudiedthefloweringofPisumsativum
cv. Kleine Rheinlanderin, came to the conclusion that in this variety the
cotyledons contained flower-promoting substances. This variety, which was
known as an earlyflowering,day-neutral one, appeared to become a long-day
plant when the cotyledons were removed. When a latefloweringvariety was
induced toflowerearly by grafting it onto Kleine Rheinlanderin, it was often
noticed that the scions bore flowers at a few nodes only, all following nodes
became vegetative again, and finally in the sameplantsfloweringstarted anew
at the same node as in the ungrafted controls (38). No explanation was given
for this phenomenon, but it seems to us that the earlyfloweringperiod was
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brought about by the flower-promoting substances of the cotyledons. Since the
total amount of these substances must be limited they can be active for a
relatively short time only and, provided the plant itself does not produce an
adequate amount of floral stimulus, the following axillary buds become vegetative again. But these results could also be explained interms of a sub-optimal
concentration of the floral stimulus which can be effective only if vegetative
growth is reduced.
Our results closely resembled the findings of HAUPT (38). Therefore, in a
separate experiment the possible extent of the effect of the cotyledons on inflorescence initiation in the cowpea has been investigated. Embryos were
excised from the dry seeds and grown on a culture medium under controlled
conditions. The nutrient medium for the embryos consisted of a salt solution
as used by RIJVEN (84) with 0.6 % agar and 2% sucrose. When the primary
leaves had unfolded, i.e. after about 5 days, the young plantswere transferred
to small soil-filled pots because root growth in the agar medium was markedly
hampered. The growth of plants raised without cotyledons was very poor and
it lasted at least eight weeks before plants had formed four trifoliate leaves.
This makes a comparison with control plants very difficult, ifnot impossible.
Plants without cotyledons were raised of both varieties Early Red and ExLafia-A. Those of Early Red were grown in two photoperiods, 10 and 16 h,
whereasEx-Lafia-A wasgrowninaphotoperiod of 12h 15min.No fundamental
changes in inflorescence initiation were observed, however. Inflorescence primordia were initiated at the nodes 4, 5and 6after which axillary buds became
vegetative again. This even occurred in Early Red in a photoperiod of 16 h,
which isvery unusual for thisvariety inthis daylength. Normally, inflorescence
initiation in this case does not take place before the fifteenth or sixteenth node
and only an occasional inflorescence is initiated at lower nodes. It seems therefore justified to conclude that inflorescence initiation was enhanced by the
retarded vegetative growth and not by flower-promoting substances in the
cotyledons. The possibility remains that the flower-promoting substances are
present in the embryo itself, but the ratio of dry weights of embryos and seeds,
being ca. 1 :50 in the case of Early Red, does not make this very likely.
CHAPTERVII

S P E C I F I C V A R I E T A L RESPONSE
It has been mentioned earlier (Chapter III, §1.1) that thegrowth habit of the
variety PI 221731 deviates from the normal growth pattern of the cowpea
owing to the formation of terminal inflorescences. In addition, it was observed
that the number of trifoliate leaves preceding the terminal inflorescence of the
main stem was not affected by any photoperiod in this variety.
Soon after the emergence of the seedling, the first axillary inflorescence is
initiated at the second or third node and growth proceeds in a similar way as
in all the other cowpea varieties. However, after some time growth of the main
stem and the laterals stops since terminal inflorescences are formed. To explain
this phenomenon one may assume some or all of the following points:
1. The induction level reached in the leaves becomes so high that the apical
meristem changes from the vegetative to the reproductive stage.
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen 63(3), 1-82(1963)
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2. Therateofvegetative growthislowsothat theamount offloralstimulus
may reach an adequate level to evoke floral initiation in the top meristem
before a following leaf is initiated. In other words, inflorescence initiation is
promoted either bya decrease inthelevelofthe growth promotorsorby the
formation ofgrowth inhibitors.
3. Theinduction level required for inflorescence initiation inthis variety is
lower than fortheother cowpea varieties investigated.
To examine thefirstpossibility it is necessary to usea series of increasing
induction levels; in this variety which is practically insensitive to the photoperiod, thiscanonlybeachieved byreducingthetotal leaf area.Therefore,an
experiment was carried out in which plants were defoliated above (1) the
primary leaves, (2) the first, (3) the second, (4) the third, and(5)the fourth
trifoliate leaf.Theplants weregrowninaphotoperiod of 11h.The defoliation
treatment consisted in removing the leaves as soon as they appeared. The
node number ofthe first axillary inflorescence, thenumber oftrifoliate leaves
priortotheinitiation oftheterminalinflorescence andalsothenumberofdays
from sowinguntiltheterminalinflorescencebecamevisible,havebeenrecorded.
TABLE25. Effect of defoliation on initiation of axillary and terminal inflorescences in the
variety PI221731. p = plantsdefoliated abovetheprimaryleaves; p+ 1= plants
defoliated abovethefirsttrifoliate leaf,etc.Averagesof 12plants
Recorded data

P

Number of the first node with an
axillary inflorescence

2.9

Number of trifoliate leaves onthe
mainstempriortotheinitiationof
theterminal inflorescence . . . .

P+2

P+ 3

p+4

control

2.7

2.7

2.8

.2.8

2.9

10.7*

10.6

10.3

9.8

10.0

34.5*

34.4

34.7

34.6

36.0

P+ l

Number ofdaysfrom sowing until
the appearance ofthe terminal in* Averageof 10plants.

Theresults(Table25)showthattherewasnoeffect oninflorescence initiation
asfarastheaxillaryinflorescences wereconcerned.However,whenplantswere
defoliated above theprimary leaves,noterminal inflorescence wasinitiated in
the course ofthe experiment (100days).Thesame holds for twoplants which
were defoliated above the first trifoliate leaf. In the remaining ten plants
initiation ofthe terminal inflorescence didnotdiffer markedly from the other
treatments, although there wasa slight increaseinthenumberofleavesformed
priortotheinflorescence.Thismaybeexplainedbyanincreasedleafproduction
stimulated bythedefoliation, whichcanalsobeseen from thenumber ofdays
from sowing until the appearance of the terminal inflorescence. The results
clearly indicate that theinduction level required for initiation of the terminal
inflorescence ishigherthanthatrequiredforinitiation ofaxillary inflorescences,
but theresults do not suggest that this level would beextremely high (p. 61,
assumption 1). Inaddition, when seedlings of different varieties were grafted
onto stocks ofPI 221731under short days,aterminal inflorescence wasnever
formed.
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No investigations have been carried out on the second assumption (p. 62),
but a few remarks may be made on this subject. When seedlings of PI 221731
were grafted onto stocks of Ex-Lafia-A in short days, vegetative growth of
the scion was markedly retarded and the internodes did not elongate. In
this treatment seven leaves were formed prior to the terminal inflorescence.
When it is considered that the stocks had retained three trifoliate leaves and
when the graft combination is regarded as one plant, it becomes clear that also
in this case 10 trifoliate leaves preceded the terminal inflorescence. The same
results were obtained when seedlings were grafted onto stocks of PI 221731.
The lowest number of trifoliate leaves ever obtained in these grafting experiments was five, which agrees with the number of leaf initials present in a
vegetative terminal bud.
Apparently the induction level required for inflorescence initiation was
rather low, since no difference was observed in the location (node number) of
the first axillary inflorescence in the various treatments. To this it may be
added that PI 221731 is the only variety in which, by means of grafting, the
first axillary inflorescence could be obtained at the first node (cf. Chapter V,
§2.4).
Summarizing it may be concluded that the most likely explanation for the
formation of terminal inflorescences is that a relatively low induction level is
required for floral initiation.
The growth of the laterals is also limited by the formation of terminal inflorescences,which are usually preceded by the differentiation of 3 or 4leaves.
In the axils of these leaves inflorescences are borne. Further branching is
therefore only possible from buds in the axils of the prophylls at the base of
primary laterals and peduncles (cf. Chapter V,§4.2).Usually these buds hardly
form any laterals but they may be forced to develop by preventing the plants
from forming pods. When flowers are continuously removed, all these buds
grow out and very short laterals are formed which all bear terminal inflorescences. Normally these laterals consist of one leaf and two inflorescences only,
but sometimes thisleaf iscompletely absent. At the base of these inflorescences
buds are found again which may also develop, but these "laterals" consisted
of an inflorescence only. Leaves were never observed.
These observations indicate that the vegetative growth in this variety is
completely limited and that terminal inflorescences are initiated in all axillary
buds of the plant.
DISCUSSION OFREPRODUCTIVE DEVELOPMENT

Using the node number corresponding with the first inflorescence on the
main stemasthecriterion for photoperiodic response,apreliminary experiment
wasconducted inwhich cowpea plantswereexposed to a range of photoperiods
between 6 and 24 h. Photoperiods ranging from 8 to 11 h appeared to be
optimal for inflorescence initiation. Four types of reactions were found, viz.
(1) varieties which do not flower in long days, (2) varieties in which flowering
is only delayed by long days, (3) varieties which show a slight response to the
photoperiod, and (4)an ambi-photoperiodic response.
It was investigated whether a juvenile phase could be distinguished in the
development of the cowpea plant. The results indicate that a completely insensitive period does not exist or is very short. In the latter case plants are
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only insensitive until the first trifoliate leaf has unfolded. It was shown that
the sensitivity of the plant to inductive conditions increases during the early
growth stages until the second trifoliate leaf appears. The fact that in some
varieties interruptions in inflorescence initiation occur in short days may
suggest, that in thesecases thesensitivity of the plant isstill lessthanthemaximum sensitivity, which is not reached before the fifth or sixth trifoliate leaf
unfolds. In these varieties no investigations on leaf sensitivity have been
carried out, however. Results obtained in grafting experiments indicate that
theabsence of inflorescence primordia at thefirsttwo or three nodesismainly
due to initiation of these axillary buds before an adequate level of induction
hasbeen reached.
From some results it was deduced that the induction period in short days
does not exceed 5 or 6 days. The data on inflorescence initiation in the preliminary experiment showed that more cycles are required when the photoperiodic treatment deviates from the optimum daylength. In a few varieties
more cycles are also required when a short-day treatment is preceded by long
days.Ithasbeensuggestedthatalong-daytreatmenteitheraffects thesensitivity
of the leaves or the production apparatus of thefloralstimulus.
Three stages of reproductive development have been studied, viz. inflorescence initiation, inflorescence development and anthesis. It was shown that
the difference between a generative and a vegetative axillary bud can be
detected onlyataratherfar advanced stageofbud development, which hinders
an accurate determination of the time of inflorescence initiation. Inflorescence
development has been found to be affected by long days provided vegetative
growth continued. In such treatments flower buds, and sometimes the entire
inflorescence abscises.However,thereappearstobeacertain stageafter which
further development cannot be inhibited by long days.In some cases inflorescences could be forced to further development by pruning, which leads to abnormal inflorescences, however. Failure of inflorescence development in long
dayshasbeen explained byhigh auxin levelsand bya quantitative effect of the
floral stimulus. Results indicate that anthesis was light-controlled. Normally,
provided the period ofdarknessand/or low-intensity light lasted 12h ormore,
flowers open about 12 h after either a change from high-intensity to lowintensity light or after a change from light to darkness. It wasalso found that
in a sensitive variety the opening of the flowers is more abrupt than in an
almost insensitive one.
Some results have been reported on interruptions in the sequence of inflorescence primordia alongthemain stem.Theexperimental data showed that
such temporary failures of inflorescence initiation occur only at a sub-optimal
induction level.The fact that in somevarieties such failures are brought about
in all photoperiods suggests that in those varieties the maximum sensitivity
to the photoperiod wasnot reached before the fifth or sixth trifoliate leaf had
unfolded, which appeared to correspond with inflorescence initiation at about
the tenth or eleventh node.Inflorescence initiation at lower nodes seemed not
impossible,but wasonlysuccessful whentherateofvegetativegrowthwaslow.
The fact that a constant low temperature cannot prevent interruptions in
inflorescence initiation, and the fact that the varieties show differences in
vegetative development during the early growth stages,suggest that differences
in growth rhythm also come into play.
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Non-photoperiodic effects have received special attention in respect of these
interruptions, but neither temperature nor photosynthesis appears to be
responsible for this phenomenon. It has been assumed that at sub-optimal induction levelsa discrepancy wasbrought about between the rate of vegetative
development and the concentration of the floral stimulus. Results obtained
with growth retardants (30, 93, 104) seem to be in accordance with our view.
To study inflorescence initiation quantitatively diagrams have been made
by plotting the node number on the abscissa against the total number of inflorescenceprimordia on the ordinate. This way of representing may be
criticized since it implies that there are no differences within the treatments.
That thiscould indeedbeassumedmaybedemonstrated bytheresultsobtained
with the variety Kor in a photoperiod of 15h (cf. Graph 4, p. 47). However,
thismethod of representing does not take into account the differences between
treatments. In long photoperiods plants grow quicker owing to the larger
leaves, whereas in photoperiods shorter than 10 h growth is presumably
affected bya limited photosynthesis.
The formation of terminal inflorescences in the variety PI 221731 has been
discussed. Some experimental data showed that in this variety theinduction
level required for inflorescence initiation is very low. It has been concluded
that this is the main cause of the formation of terminal inflorescences in this
variety.

PART III. R E L A T I O N BETWEEN VEGETATIVE
AND R E P R O D U C T I V E D E V E L O P M E N T
CHAPTER VIII

VEGETATIVE AND REPRODUCTIVE DEVELOPMENT
1. FLOWERING ASAFFECTEDBYVEGETATIVE GROWTH

Inflorescence initiation. - In Chapter V, § 2.3,it was pointed out that
inflorescence initiation in the variety Ex-Lafia-A was affected by defoliation
undershort-dayconditions.Whentheplantsweregrownwithonlytheprimary
leavesorwiththeprimary leavesplus onetrifoliate leafleft intact and all other
leaves removed, it was observed that inflorescence initiation wasvery irregular
and absent in someparts of the plant.
The same phenomena were observed when this variety wasgrown in photoperiods which were super-optimal for inflorescence initiation, but it may occur
in any cowpea variety sensitive to the photoperiod. In some varieties, at least
under greenhouse conditions, thisappeared to bevery normal and occurred in
all photoperiods used (see Chapter VI). The experiments carried out to investigate the causes for these interruptions in inflorescence initiation did not
provide convincing evidence.However, inall treatments a negative correlation
wasfound betweenahighrateofvegetativegrowthandinflorescence initiation.
For moredetailed resultsthe reader isreferred to Chapter VI.
Inflorescence development. - This stage of reproductive development
has been discussed in more detail in Chapter V, §4.3. A negative correlation
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was observed between vegetative growth andinflorescence development.Two
possible causes for theinhibition of inflorescence development were assumed,
viz. a high auxin level and/or a sub-optimal level of the floral stimulus. In
addition, inflorescence development mayalso fail dueto a deficiency ofassimilates. Forinstance, when plants ofthevarieties Ex-Lafia-A andPI221731
weregrownunder inductiveconditionsandwhen onlyafewleaveswerelefton
theplant,many inflorescence primordia neverdeveloped butabscised although
flowering properwasnotinhibited.Thesamehasbeenfound forthedeveloped
inflorescences. Usually only afewflowersopened andfurther development of
theinflorescence took place onlywhentheflowerswereremoved continuously.
Flowering proper. - Provided environmental conditions are favourable
for anthesis, the production of flowers depends to a great extent on the
vegetativedevelopment oftheplant. Generally itmaybestated that thebigger
the plants the more leaves are formed. More leaves mean a greater photosynthetic capacity.Asaconsequence,moreflowersmaybeproduced whenthe
plants arebigger.
In ourexperiments theflowerproduction hasbeen studied intwoways,viz.
bydefoliation andbyextending thevegetative period prior tofloralinitiation.
In thevarieties Ex-Lafia-A andPI221731, both grown in short days of 11h,
the following degrees ofdefoliation were applied:
1. Leaves removed as they appeared, after the development of the primary
leaves.
2. Asin(1),butafter thefirsttrifoliate leaf.
3. Asin(1),butafter thesecond trifoliate leaf.
4. Asin(1),butafter thefourth trifoliate leaf.
The number ofplants pertreatment was20for thevariety Ex-Lafia-A and
12forthevariety PI221731.Thenumber ofdays from sowing until flowering
and thenumber offlowersperplant were recorded.
TABLE26. Effect ofdifferent degrees of defoliation onthenumber of days from sowing until
flowering and onthenumber of flowers; p = plants defoliated above theprimary
leaves; p+ 1 = plants defoliated abovethefirst trifoliate leaf;etc.
Variety Ex-Lafia-A
Recorded data
P

P+l

P+ 2

p+4

control

57.2
6.8

46.3
14.0

46.0
17.6

46.9
20.1

47.4
47.4

P+ 4

control

41.2
37.7

42.2
40.1

Number ofdaysfrom sowinguntil
Number of flowers

Variety PI221731
P

P+ l

P+ 2

Number ofdaysfrom sowinguntil
50.6
5.9
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40.9
26.7

40.6
29.6
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Theresults(Table26)showthat ingroup(1)floweringwasmarkedly retarded
in both varieties. Flowers appeared very irregularly and most inflorescence
primordia abscised. In the other groups the plants flowered almost simultaneously with the non-defoliated control. However, there was a slight retardation
with a higher number of leaves.
In both varieties the number of flowers was markedly affected, but in ExLafia-A the effect was considerably greater than in PI 221731. In the latter
there was only a small difference between group (4) and the control, whereas
in Ex-Lafia-A the number of flowers in this group was reduced by more than
50 per cent. The difference between groups (1) and (2) was smaller in ExLafia-A than in PI221731.Thismaybecaused bytheinhibition of inflorescence
development in Ex-Lafia-A, but it may also be that the differences in leaf area
between groups (1) and (2) are greater in PI 221731 than in Ex-Lafia-A with,
as a result, a more marked difference in total net assimilation.
For both varieties the results clearly indicate that the number of flowers
decreased with a decrease in total leaf surface. Summarizing it may be concluded that all degrees of defoliation were detrimental to flower production.
Obviously the amount of photosynthetic products required for flowering is
rather high since all degrees of defoliation were associated with a decrease in
number of flowers. Apparently this does not hold for all plant species as
defoliation, within certain limits, may also stimulate flower production (see
e.g.92, 106).
In the experiment in which the vegetative period prior to floral initiation
was prolonged, plants of the varieties Ex-Lafia-A and Ex-Bukuru-A were
grown in 28 and 14 long days preceding inductive conditions. The groups
consisted of 40 plants, which were divided into two lots when the plants were
transferred to short days.Twenty plants were grown in a photoperiod of 8 h
daylight and 3 h supplementary light (8 + 3), the other group was raised in
10h daylight and 1h supplementary light (10 + 1). The number of flowers
and the total number of leaves produced were recorded.
TABLE27. Vegetative period prolonged by treatments with long (16h) prior to short (11h)

days. Effects expressed inthetotal numberof flowersandleavesformed perplant.
Short days based on 8 hours of daylight (8-f 3) or 10hours of daylight (10+ 1).
Averagesof20plants
Variety Ex-Lafia-A
0 long days
•

Number of leaves . . .
Number of flowers . .

8+ 3
14.0
16.0

14longdays

28long days

10+1

8+ 3

10+1

8+ 3

10+1

12.0
20.7

27.9
34.4

26.2
38.3

35.8
41.9

34.3
58.6

Variety Ex-Bukuru-A
»

0 long days
8+ 3

14long days

28 long days

10+1

8+ 3

10+1

8+ 3

10+1

11.2
19.0

18.5
24.2

23.9
34.8

24:5
33.0

29.2
47.9

%

Number of leaves . . .
Number of flowers . .

11.0
13.4
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As this experiment was carried out later in the season than the preceding
one, the results in respect of flowering (Table 27) are not comparable. Unfortunatelyfloweringwasvery poor: the mean number offlowersproduced in
thecontrol of Ex-Lafia-A at (10 -+- 1)hwasonly20.7ascomparedwith47.4in
the same variety in the preceding experiment (Table 26).The results indicate,
however,that thereisapositivecorrelation betweenthenumber offlowers and
the number of leaves in the different treatments. In both varieties a noninductive period of 28 days, causing an extension of the vegetative period,
resulted in about 2.5 times as manyflowersas produced by the control. The
effect of a reduced daylight period is more marked than would be expected
from the difference in number of leaves. In Ex-Lafia-A there was even a very
small increase in the number of leaves butfloweringwas reduced in the 8 h
daylight period.
In this experiment environmental conditions other than the photoperiod
were not very favourable forflowering.This was also manifested in a second
experiment in which plants of the variety Ex-Lafia-A were grown in 14, 28
or 42long daysprior to short-day conditions. The average numbers of flowers
produced in thiscasewere70.4,93.4and 108.8respectively,whichisconsiderably more than in the previous experiment. Leaf production, however, did not
differ markedly. In fact even fewer leaves were produced, viz.23.4, 33.6 and
41.8in the 14,28and 42long-day treatments respectively.
Summarizing it can be said that bigger plants mayflowermore abundantly
than smaller ones. This must be attributed to the greater leaf area which
enhances the amount of carbohydrates produced with, as a result, a higher
number offlowers.Ontheother hand, the increasedflowerproduction inthese
experiments may also have been a direct result of the size of the plants when
transferred to inductive conditions. Bigger plants mean more leaves and more
axillary meristems where the floral stimulus can exert its influence. The fact,
however, that even under inductive conditions some inflorescences never
developed would indicate that theamount ofavailablecarbohydrates isalways
a limitingfactor forfloweringproper.Thisviewissupported bytheobservation
thatfloweringproceedswhentheflowersareremovedcontinuouslyorwhenpods
have matured and the plants are still green, although it cannot be completely
ruled out that in the last stage of reproductive development inhibitors may be
produced by the maturing pods.
2. VEGETATIVEGROWTHASAFFECTEDBYFLOWERINGAND FRUCTIFICATION

Whentheeffect offloweringandfructification onvegetativegrowth isstudied
in the cowpea two types of behaviour can bedistinguished, viz.(1)varieties in
whichvegetativegrowth islimitedbyfactors otherthanmaturing,e.g. Ex-LafiaA in which vegetative growth may be photoperiodically inhibited, and PI
221731 which forms terminal inflorescences in all axillary buds (c/. Chapter
VII);and(2)varietieswhichcontinuevegetativegrowthuntiltheplantsmature.
It will be clear that as far as varieties like Ex-Lafia-A are concerned, such
studies can only beperformed inphotoperiods in whichvegetative growth and
flowering proceed until the plants mature. The varieties of the second group
lend themselves to such studies in all photoperiods provided the daylight
period is not too short.
However, systematic experiments on this matter have not been carried out.
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The size of the plants, the heights which the plants could reach where observations became impossible, as well as the limited space greatly hampered such
investigations. In spite of this some observations have been made on individual
plants from which the flowers were removed continuously. Therefore, a few
remarks seem to bejustified. In all cases in which fructification was prevented
by continuous removal of flowers, the plants continued growth and flowering
as long as environmental conditions remained favourable for vegetative
growth (i.e. for one season of 6 to 7 months). Neither of these phenomena is
surprising when it is kept in mind that both vegetative growth and flowering
are indeterminate in the cowpea. In varieties in which the vegetative growth is
inhibited the removal of flowers also induces further flowering, which may
indicate that flowering is inhibited by the presence of developing pods. There
is some evidence which supports this view. When the pods are ripe and the
plants have not died, or when mature pods are removed, flowering may be
resumed in the same inflorescences. This inhibition of further flowering may
be explained by a depletion of food reserves but it may also be that inhibitors
are produced by the developing pods (see 41).
The question may arise which factors cause the termination of the life cycle
of the cowpea. The few observations do not elucidate this point nor does the
literature. Plant senescence has received little attention since the early work
of MOLISCH (65) some 35years ago. From his experiments with various annual
plants he concluded that plant senescence was a matter of emptying and
utilizing the organic reserves of the plant by the ripening seeds and fruits.
LEOPOLD et al. (54), who worked with spinach and soybean, came to the conclusion that food depletion is only a partial explanation of the onset of senescence.Their experiments suggested an accumulation of influences which induce
senescence with each of the developmental stages of reproduction. The nature
of theseinfluences isstill unknown, however.Fromhisexperimentswith peanut
DE BEER (5) came to the conclusion that a shortage of photosynthetic products
which are utilized by the developing fruits, restricts further vegetative growth.
When in this crop the fructification was prevented by high temperature,
vegetative growth andfloweringwerehighly stimulated. Under such conditions
it remains to be seen whether this continued vegetative growth lasts only for a
limited time or whether senescence will not occur at all as long as no fruits are
formed. In theAlaska pea, for instance, it wasfound that removal offlowersas
they appeared resulted only in a postponement of senescence (61). In this case
it was suggested that the stem apex may lose the capacity to synthesize some
factor essential for continued cell division and elongation. When a young stem
apex was grafted onto the tip in place of the old apex, growth of the young
stem tip continued normally and the rest of the plant was fully capable of
perpetuating growth for a much longer time. These results may suggest that
even when environmental conditions are favourable and flowers are removed
continuously, also the cowpea will continue vegetative growth for a limited
time only.The comparatively short time of 6to 7months during which plants
could be observed do notjustify any conclusion, however.
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CHAPTERIX

AGRICULTURAL IMPLICATIONS
In both tropics and sub-tropics the effect of the natural daylength on the
time offloweringin the cowpea or on the time of appearance of the first ripe
pod has longbeen recognized. The early observations of MOOERS(66) already
pointed to the existence of date-fixed varieties, in other words, varieties in
which the length of the life span varied only slightly with the season but very
markedly with the sowing date. Undoubtedly, one of the most important
questions for the practical grower iswhen to sow cowpeas. Inordertoanswer
this question a distinction must be made between the purposes for which the
crop is grown, i.e. whether it is grown for its vegetative parts (hay, fodder,
greenmanure) or for theseeds.In both cases,however,thegrower isinterested
in optimumyields.
Inthischapter wewillconfine ourselvestotheeffect ofthenatural daylength
in determining the vegetative and reproductive development of the cowpea,
whereas factors such as temperature, mineral nutrition and water supply will
not be considered.
Theresultsobtained inourexperimentsclearlydemonstrate that thevarieties
of tropical origin, such as Ex-Lafia-A, Ex-Bukuru-A and Going, when grown
as a seed crop, cannot be used in regions too far from the equator. The same
holds for the varieties Banta-B, Kananan Wake-A and CPM 1 which were
only observed in thepreliminary experiment. Therefore, when tropical cowpea
varieties are imported in the sub-tropics one should bear in mind that in most
cases these varieties will never produce any pods. Contrary to the tropics,
wherethecowpea can beplanted all theyear round, the growing season in the
sub-tropics islimited to the summer when night temperatures do not drop too
low, since cowpeas are immediately killed by night frosts. During the summer
the daylength in the sub-tropics is too long for inflorescence initiation, and
when the plants would eventually come into flower the season has advanced
too much and plants will be killed by the first night frosts before any pod
could have matured. Such varieties are not even suitable for hay production
in the sub-tropics since the seed supply would become very difficult if not
impossible.Inthetropicsthegrowingseasonisnot limitedbytemperatureand
the cowpea maybegrown theyear round. This aspect offers wide possibilities
for thegrower,sinceitenableshimtochoosetheright sowingdatefor hiscrop
in order to obtain optimum yields.This holds particularly for varieties with a
high sensitivity to the photoperiod. The type of experiment which is generally
used to investigate the influence of the natural daylength isthe date-of-sowing
experiment. These experiments are undoubtedly of great importance for the
practical grower,but theyarenot verysuitablefor research onphotoperiodism
since somany specific and non-specific factors affect the normal photoperiodic
response. In such date-of-sowing experiments the photoperiod isoften derived
from thefiguresfor sunrise and sunset. Thephotoperiodic effect ofthe natural
daylength is determined by many other factors than this astronomical daylength. This daylength does not allow for exposure to light before sunrise and
after sunset which may even exceedthe period of twilight. Alsocloudiness and
fog during twilight may influence the photoperiodic effect of the natural daylength.
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An attempt to analyse the photoperiodic effect of the natural daylength has
been made by BEST (7). In his experiments with rice he found that the lowest
light intensity at which plants still reacted depended on the sensitivity of the
variety, on the length of the photoperiod and on the preceding period being
one of darkness or of high-intensity light. Low light intensities were much
more effective when given at the beginning than at the end of the photoperiod,
and also more effective with long photoperiods than with short photoperiods. It is likely that this lowest light intensity also varies with the plant
species. Consequently for an interpretation of the results obtained in date-ofsowing experiments light intensities during twilight should be measured in
order to get accurate data on the photoperiods to whichtheplantsareexposed.
The most fundamental process which affects yield when cowpea is grown in
different daylengths is photosynthesis. An increase in photosynthesis which to
a certain extent may be produced by a longervegetative period, by lengthening
the assimilation period per day or by increasing the assimilation rate due to
brighter weather, potentially increases the yielding capacity of the plant. This
may be achieved when cowpea varieties which are sensitive to the photoperiod
are sown in long dayswhich tend to get shorter, provided the sensitivity issuch
that the plants remain vegetative until the days are short enough for floral
initiation. This second aspect ofphotoperiodism, i.e.the control to some extent
of thevegetative period of sensitive varieties bythe photoperiod, isprobably of
major importance. It is known, for instance, that normally the best latematuring varieties of a crop produce higher yields than the best early-maturing
varieties.Thenetassimilation ishighestwhentheplantsarestillinthevegetative
stage. GAASTRA (26),for instance,established that duringthevegetativestageof
sugar beets between 80 and 90% of the total organic matter was produced
during 44.5% of the growing season. When plants come into the reproductive
stage the net assimilation is reduced due to an increased respiration during
floweringand fruit set (see 8).
This might suggest that the longer the vegetative stage the higher the total
dry matter production will be and the more pods the cowpea plants are able
to produce. However, for maximum seed production there seem to be certain
optimal vegetation periods which are not correlated with the maximum dry
matter production. BEST (8), who studied the fruit yield and dry matter production of riceand soybeanasafunction ofthevegetationperiod, demonstrated
thattheoptimumlifeperiodfor theyieldofariceandasoybeanvarietywasabout
fiveand a half months. Although there was still an increase in dry matterproductioninlongervegetationperiodsseedproductiondecreased.Thiswasthought
tobebroughtaboutbyfactorswhichwereindicatedassenilityoftheplant.
CHANDRARATNA (16) reports an almost complete loss of yield for rice when
very sensitivevarietieswereplanted in the wrong season so that the vegetation
period wasextended to more than a year.
Unless more data become available on the optimum vegetation period for
maximum seed yields, it does not seem advisable to sow very sensitive cowpea
varieties before the longest summer day. This view is supported by the observations of FAULKNER and MACKIE (22) and NJOKU (75) that, when in
Nigeria cowpeas were sown before this day, plants hardly flowered and fruited
although they grew very well. Such variaties may be grown successfully as a
fodder crop or for hay production.
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When cowpea is sown in long days another morphogenetic effect will be of
importance for total dry matter production and for highest seed yields.In our
experiments it was found that in long days leaves are generally larger than in
short days. As a result, an increase in photosynthesis by a longer vegetative
period due to sowing in longdaysmay beenhanced bythe greater leaf area as
long as there isno closed green crop surface. In addition, long days normally
cause a relatively more vigorous root development than short days. Plants
with an extensive root system normally have a better water supply than plants
with a smaller root system which may affect transport of carbohydrates and
mineral nutrition intheplant.
When the Nigerian varieties studied in our experiments weregrown in short
days of 11to 11 h 30 min and, depending upon the temperature, sometimes
also in days of 12h, the vegetative period was very short, leaves were small,
vegetative growth was inhibited and yieldswere reduced. Although no experimentshavebeencarried outonpodproduction itwasobservedthat suchplants
never produced more than 5or 6podsand that onlythe first 2or 3were fully
filledwith seeds. Under these conditions practically all flowers set fruit, but
theyoungpodsweresoon shed probablydueto alackofcarbohydrates.When
planting during short days isinevitable, such varieties asmentioned above are
completely unsuitable for seed production and should be replaced by others,
the growth of which is not photoperiodically controlled. Another possibility
isthatthelowerseedyieldofindividualplantsiscompensatedby closerspacing.
On the other hand, as was shown in our experiments, flowering in these
varieties may already be inhibited in photoperiods of 12h 30min. This means
that for optimum seed yields such varieties can only be grown successfully at
certain timesoftheyearand not too far from the equator.
Varieties with an upright growth habit in which vegetative growth islimited
by the formation of terminal inflorescences, such as PI 221731used in our experiments,mayofferfurther possibilitiesformechanicalharvesting.However,for
thesevarietiesitholdsthatboththeyieldofhayandseedsarelowerascompared
with that of varieties with an indeterminate growth habit the growth of which
isnot photoperiodically controlled. As inthe case of the Nigerian varieties the
lower yields of individual plants can becompensated by closer spacing.
Varieties like Kor and Early Red do not cause specific difficulties since they
flowerin any daylength. The vegetative period may be lengthened to some
extent by a correct choice of the sowing date, but this can only be achieved in
the sub-tropics sincefloweringin these varieties is only markedly retarded in
photoperiods of 15 h and 16 h. Therefore, to obtain optimum seed and hay
yields, it seems advisable to sow such varieties shortly before the longest day.
As vegetative growth andfloweringmay be opposing tendencies in the early
growth stages of some varieties, a lengthening of the vegetative period also
might be achieved by choosing such a sowing date that vegetative growth is
favoured by conditions other than the daylength. Especially warm and moist
seasons are favourable for vegetative growth and thus may retardflowering
untilconditions becomemorefavourable forflowering.Thismayalsoapply to
almost insensitive varieties such as Ombligo Negro.
Acompletely different picture isfound for the variety-FC 31705(FC stands
for forage crop).In thisvariety noeffect ofvegetativegrowth onfloweringwas
observedandallinflorescencesdevelopednormally.Fromaphoto-physiological
point ofviewnoexplanation could begiven for thepractical useof thisvariety
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as a forage crop. In this case, however, it may well be that the plant shows a
marked thermoperiodical reaction as far as vegetative growth is concerned,
but this has not been investigated.
In the foregoing it was stated that in view of the temperature cowpea may
be grown all the year round, which enables the grower to choose the right
sowing date. However, other factors than the daylength may interfere with
this choice. For instance, when cowpeas are grown for seeds, they are usually
sown in such a season that pods mature in a dry period. Sowing in dry periods
will be impossible when there isno irrigation. A second point isthe importance
of the crop, used either as a secondcroporasthemaincropitself,which determines the time available for its cultivation. This holds particularly when the
cowpea is grown as a second crop and when the sowing date of the main crop
is committed to a certain time of the year.
When cowpea is grown for the green pods and seeds, in other words when
pods are removed before they have matured, the sowing date is of minor importance provided vegetative growth is not inhibited in short days. For this
purpose it may be advisable to use varieties which are not sensitive to the
photoperiod. When sown during the longer days of the year, flowering will not
be retarded whereas early flowering does not imply a reduction in the yield
since both growth and flowering may continue owing to the constant removal
of immature pods.
Summarizing it may be said that the photoperiodic response of the varieties
and the purpose for which the crop is grown determine to a great extent the
sowing date. In practice also factors other than the daylength come into play
and may restrict the cultivation to a certain time of the yearwhichinfact may
be unfavourable for optimum yields.

SUMMARY
1. The influence of the photoperiod on vegetative growth and flowering of
some cowpea [Vignct unguiculata(L.) WALP.] varieties was studied. Most experiments were carried out in the greenhouse where the temperature was
controlled within certain limits. The influence of temperature was investigated
in controlled-environment rooms or in cabinets where temperature and photoperiod could be regulated.
2. In a preliminary experiment 14varieties were grown in 15 photoperiods
ranging from 6 to 24 h. In all varieties investigated it was observed that
lengthening of the daylight period with fluorescent light (intensity 6000 erg/
sec/cm2) caused an increase in stem length, internode length, number of leaves
and leaf size (Chapter III, §1).
3. In respect of growth habit four types of varieties were distinguished
(Chapter III, § 1.1). Experiments on the vegetative growth were mainly conducted with varieties in which growth was inhibited in short days, viz. ExLafia-A and Ex-Bukuru-A. In short days growth in these varieties was arrested
before the onset of flowering, whereas in long days growth continued for at
least 6 to 7months. Once growth was arrested in short days, a long-day treatment could not overcome this inhibition any more (Chapter III, §2.2).
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4. It was demonstrated that the leavesperceived the short-day stimulus and
that the sensitivity of the plant to a short-day treatment increased with an
increasingnumber ofleaves(ChapterIII,§2.3).Theoldertheplants thesooner
short daysarrested growth(Chapter III,§ 2.1).
5. When plants were grown in long prior to short days (Chapter III, § 2.4),
the sensitivity of the leaves to the short days appeared to have decreased
considerably or to have vanished completely; in other words, there was an
after-effect of the long-day treatment on the sensitivity of the leaves to short
days.
6. In general, leaves exposed to short days exerted an inhibitive, leaves
exposed to long days a promotive effect on stem elongation. The inhibitive
effect of a short-day treatment could partly be overcome by gibberellic acid
applications (Chapter IV,§1).Theeffect ofgibberellicacid on stem elongation
was much more marked in the variety Ex-Lafia-A than in other varieties. A
comparable effect occurred when the light intensity was reduced (Chapter III,
§2.5).
7. Under controlled temperature conditions it wasfound that in short days
a diurnal change of temperature favoured stem elongation when the day
temperaturewaskeptat30°C;anighttemperatureof20°Cbeingmorefavourable
than one of 15°C(Chapter IV,§ 2).
8. The results obtained in our experiments may be explained by assuming
that the photoperiodically controlled growth of some cowpea varieties was
caused by a balance between growth inhibitors and growth promotors. It was
thought that inshortdaysgrowth inhibitorsandinlongdaysgrowth promotors
were produced.
9. With the node number of the first inflorescence on the main stem as a
criterion for floral response to the photoperiod, experiments were conducted
in which cowpea plants were exposed to a range of photoperiods between 6
and24h(Chapter V,§1).Theresultsshowedthat thecowpeamayberegarded
as a short-day plant. However, the variety Early Red clearly showed an ambiphotoperiodic reaction, a reaction type which has hitherto been reported for
twoother plant speciesonly.
10. Inthevarietiesinvestigatedphotoperiodsrangingfrom 8to 11 happeared
to be optimal for inflorescence initiation.
11. In most varieties the first inflorescence was never found below the third
node. In grafting experiments it wasdemonstrated that inflorescence initiation
could take placeat the first and second node (Chapter V,§ 2.4).
12. In some varieties the primary leaves already reacted to a short-day
treatment, but it was shown that these leaves were less sensitive to the photoperiod than the higher located ones (Chapter V, §2.2 and 2.3). The site of
floral initiation in the'varieties Early Red and Ombligo Negro suggested that
the maximum sensitivity of the plant wasreached when the fourth orfifthleaf
had unfolded.
13. In the varieties Ex-Lafia-A and Ex-Bukuru-A, long daysaffected photoperiodic induction in subsequent short days(Chapter V,§2.2and 3.2).
14. Three stages in reproductive development, viz. inflorescence initiation
(Chapter V, §4.2),inflorescence development and anthesis, have been studied
in somedetail.It wasshownthat inflorescence development could be inhibited
under non-inductive conditions. Notably a stimulation of vegetative growth
appeared to affect inflorescence development adversely (Chapter V, §4.3). In
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the greenhousefloweringproper or anthesis wascontrolled by the change from
daylight to either low-intensity lamp light or darkness. Under completely controlled conditions anthesis appeared to be regulated exclusively by the onset
of darkness and, provided the nycto-period was long enough, occurred always
about 12hours after the plants had entered the dark period (Chapter V,§ 4.4).
15. When inductive conditions became sub-optimal, interruptions in the
sequence of inflorescence primordia readily occurred. In the varieties Early
Red and Ombligo Negro, however, such interruptions were observed in almost
all photoperiods used. In short photoperiods this phenomenon was restricted
to the first 8or 9nodes (Chapter VI,§1).Various factors have been studied to
findan explanation for these temporary failures of inflorescence initiation. The
results obtained in the experiments are explained by suggesting that such
interruptions were due to discrepancies between the available floral stimulus
and the rate of vegetative development (Chapter VI, § 2, 3and 4).
16. The formation of a terminal inflorescence was investigated in one
variety, PI 221731. Results in a defoliation experiment indicated that in this
variety the level ofphotoperiodic induction required for inflorescence initiation
was apparently low (Chapter VII)..
17. Continuous removal of leaves above either the primary leaves, or the
first, second or fourth trifoliate leaf on the main stem, influenced the production of flowers. Inhibition of fructification greatly stimulated the vegetative
growth and the production of flowers, while flowering occurred for a much
longerperiod.Theproduction offlowerswasalsostimulatedwhenthevegetative
period wasextended (Chapter VIII).
18. Theagricultural implications oftheforegoingfindingsarediscussed from
a photo-physiological point of view. In order to obtain an optimum seed yield
itissuggestedtosowplantsatsuchatimeoftheyearthatafairlylongvegetation
period can be obtained, i.e. during relatively long days. This would mean an
increase of dry matter production and subsequently higher seed yield owing to
the effect of long days on leaf area and the time of flowering. However, when
the vegetative period becomes too long, seed yield may decrease in spite of
increased total drymatter production (Chapter IX).
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SAMENVATTING
1. De invloed van de fotoperiode op groei en bloei van enkele cowpea
[Vigna unguiculata(L.) WALP.] rassen werd bestudeerd. De meeste proeven
werden uitgevoerd in een kas,waarin de temperatuur binnen bepaalde grenzen
regelbaar was. De invloed van de temperatuur werd onderzocht in klimaatkaMeded.Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen 63(3), 1-82(1963)
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mers of in klimaatkasten, waarin de temperatuur en de fotoperiode geregeld
konden worden.
2. Ineen inleidende proef werd het fotoperiodieke gedragvan 14rassen onderzocht. De planten werden opgekweekt bij 15fotoperioden varierend van 6
tot 24uur. In alle onderzochte rassen werd waargenomen dat verlenging van
dedaglicht periodemetTL-licht(intensiteit 6000erg/sec/cm2) eentoenamevan
de stengellengte, de internodienlengte, het aantal bladeren en het bladoppervlak teweegbracht (Hoofdstuk III, §1.1).
3. Opgrondvanverschillen invegetatievegroeiwerdenviertypenvanrassen
onderscheiden (Hoofdstuk III,§1.1). Proeven overdevegetatievegroeiwerden
hoofdzakelijk uitgevoerd met rassen waarvan degroei door korte fotoperioden
geremd werd, nl. de rassen Ex-Lafia-A en Ex-Bukuru-A. Bij korte fotoperioden stond de groei in deze rassen stil v66rdat bloei optrad, terwijl bij
lange fotoperioden de groei gedurende minstens 6 tot 7 maanden doorging
zonder dat bloeioptrad. Indien degroei eenmaal inkorte fotoperioden geremd
was, bleek het onmogelijk te zijn deze remming nog ongedaan te maken door
een behandelingmet langefotoperioden (Hoofdstuk III,§2.2).
4. Aangetoondkonwordendatdebladerendekorte-dagstimuluspercipieerden en dat de gevoeligheid van de plant voor een korte-dag behandeling toenam met een toenemend aantal bladeren (Hoofdstuk III, §2.3). Naarmate de
planten ouder werden had een behandeling met korte fotoperioden sneller een
groeiremmlngten gevolge(Hoofdstuk III, § 2.1).
5. Wanneer de planten opgroeiden in lange dagen die vooraf gingen aan
kortedagen, dan bleek degevoeligheid van debladeren voor de kortedag aanmerkelijk tezijn afgenomen of geheel te zijn verdwenen; met andere woorden,
de lange-dag behandeling bleek een nawerking te hebben op de gevoeligheid
van debladeren voor kortedagen (Hoofdstuk III,§ 2.4).
6. In het algemeen oefenden bladeren die aan korte fotoperioden werden
blootgesteld een remmende,bladeren dieaan lange fotoperioden werdenblootgesteld een stimulerende invloed uit op de stengelstrekking. De remmende invloed van een korte-dag behandeling kon gedeeltelijk worden opgeheven door
hettoedienenvangibberella-zuur(Hoofdstuk IV,§ 1). Deinvloedvan gibberella-zuur op de stengelstrekking in het ras Ex-Lafia-A was sterker dan in de andere rassen. Een overeenkomstig effect deed zich voor indien de lichtintensiteit
gereduceerd werd(Hoofdstuk III,§ 2.5).
7. Bij proeven in klimaatkasten, waarbij de temperatuur werd geregeld,
bleek dat in korte fotoperioden eendagelijkse wisselingvan detemperatuur de
stengelstrekking bevorderde. De dag-temperatuur werd op 30°C gehouden.
Een nacht-temperatuur van 20°C was gunstiger dan een van 15°C (Hoofdstuk IV,§2).
8. Deresultaten dieinonzeproevenwerdenverkregen,kunnenmogelijkverklaard worden door aan tenemendat heteffect vandefotoperiode opdegroei
van enkele cowpea rassen veroorzaakt werd door een evenwicht tussen groeistoffen enremstoffen. Verondersteldwerddat inkorte fotoperioden remstoffen
en in langefotoperioden groeistoffen werden geproduceerd.
9. Het effect vandefotoperiode op debloei werdnagegaan inenigeproeven
waarbij het rangnummer van de knoop waarop de eerste bloeiwijze aan de
hoofdas verscheen werd aangenomen als het criterium voor de bloeireactie;
de fotoperioden die gebruikt werden varieerden van 6 tot 24 uur (Hoofdstuk
V, §1).De resultaten toonden aan dat de cowpea beschouwd kan worden als
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een korte-dagplant. Dit met uitzonderingvan het ras.Early Red,dat duidelijk
een ambi-fotoperiodieke reactie liet zien, een reactie-type dat in de literatuur
tot nu toe slechts voor twee andere plantesoorten werd vermeld.
10. Bij de onderzochte rassen bleken fotoperioden varierend van 8 tot 11
uuroptimaal tezijnvoordeaanlegvan bloeiwijzen.
11. Het eerste bloemgestel werd bij de meeste rassen nooit lager gevonden
dan de derde knoop van de hoofdstengel. In entproeven werd echter aangetoond dat de aanleg van bloeiwijzen eveneens plaats kon vinden op de eerste
en tweede knoop (Hoofdstuk V,§ 2.4).
12. Van sommige rassen reageerden de primaire bladeren reeds op een
korte-dag behandeling doch er kon aangetoond worden dat dezebladeren minder gevoelig waren voor de fotoperiode dan de hoger geplaatste bladeren
(Hoofdstuk V,§ 2.2en2.3).Het ontstaan van bloeiwijzen op bepaalde knopen
aan de hoofdstengel van de rassen Early Red en Obligo Negro duidde er op
dat demaximale gevoeligheid van deplanten voor defotoperiode bereikt werd
wanneer hetvierdeofvijfde bladwasontvouwd.
13. Lange fotoperioden beinvloedden de inductie in daarop volgende korte
fotoperiodeninderassenEx-Lafia-AenEx-Bukuru-A(Hoofdstuk V,§2.2en3.2).
14. Van de generatieve ontwikkeling van de cowpea werden drie stadia
onderzocht, nl. deaanlegvan debloeiwijze (Hoofdstuk V,§ 4.2),deontwikkelingvan debloeiwijze endeeigenlijke bloei.Deontwikkeling van de bloeiwijze
bleek geremd te worden door niet-inductieve daglengten. Dit kwam vooral in
sterke mate tot uiting wanneer devegetatieve groei werd gestimuleerd (Hoofdstuk V,§ 4.3).In dekasbleek het openen der bloemen bepaald teworden door
de overgang van daglicht naar hetzij lamplicht van lage intensiteit, hetzij
duisternis.Indeklimaatkasten bleekdat ondergecontroleerde omstandigheden
van licht en temperatuur de eigenlijke bloei uitsluitend bepaald werd door de
overgang van licht naar donker; indien de donker-periode lang genoeg was
openden de bloemen zich altijd ongeveer 12uur nadat de planten de donkerperiode waren ingegaan (Hoofdstuk V,§ 4.4).
15. Indien de inductieve omstandigheden voor bloemaanleg sub-optimaal
waren, traden erveelvuldig onderbrekingen op in devolgorde waarin debloeiwijze-primordia werden aangelegd op opeenvolgende stengelknopen. Bij de
rassen Early RedenOmbligoNegrowerdendergelijkeonderbrekingenechterin
practischallegebruiktefotoperioden waargenomen, dochinkorte fotoperioden
bleef dit verschijnsel beperkt tot de eerste 8 of 9 knopen (Hoofdstuk VI, §1).
Verschillende factoren zijn onderzocht om een verklaring te vinden voor deze
tijdelijke onderbrekingen van de bloem-aanleg. Er werd aangenomen dat
dergelijke onderbrekingen het gevolg waren van een ongunstige verhouding
tussen de beschikbare bloeistimulus en de snelheid van de vegetatieve groei
(Hoofdstuk VI,§ 2,3en4).
16. De vorming van een eindelingse bloeiwijze bij het ras PI 221731 werd
onderzocht. De resultaten van een ontbladeringsproef duidden erop dat bij dit
ras demate van fotoperiodieke inductie die nodig isvoor deaanleg van bloeiwijzen kennelijk geringis(Hoofdstuk VII).
17. Het voortdurend verwijderen van bladeren, hetzij boven de primaire
bladeren, hetzij boven het eerste, tweede of vierde drietallige blad,beinvloedde
het aantal bloemen. Het voorkomen van devruchtzetting bevorderde devegetatieve groei en het aantal bloemen, terwijl de bloeiperiode aanzienlijk werd
verlengd (Hoofdstuk VIII).
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18. Eris nagegaan in hoeverre de resultateti vanhetbovenstaande onderzoek van betekenis zijn voor de verbouw van de cowpea. Indien hetgewas geteeldwordtvoor hetzaad,daniservanuitgegaandat dezaaidatumzogekozen
dient teworden dateentamelijk lange vegetatieperiode wordt verkregen.Dit
houdt indatdezaaidatum valtineen seizoen met "lange"dagen, hetgeen van
invloed is ophet bladoppervlak ende bloeidatum. Delate bloei heeft een
hoge drogestof produktie en hoge zaadopbrengsten ten gevolge. Bij eente
langevegetatieperiode kan dezaad opbrengst echter weerdalen, zelfs wanneer
de verdere drogestof produktie verder zoutoenemen (HoofdstukIX).
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PHOTO 1. The development of an axillary inflorescence

is inhibited in a photoperiodically
sensitive variety as a result of the transfer from inductive (short) days to noninductive (long) days. Note very short peduncle and shrivelledflowerbud(a).

/N

B
PHOTO2. Thedevelopment ofanaxillaryinflorescence inthevarietyGoingasaffected bythe

continuous removal offlowers.Growth of main stem and laterals was reduced by
pruning.Thepicturesshowthemainaxisoftheinflorescence. Betweenthe"nodes"
whereflowersareproduced, the "internodes"areeither very short as a result ofa
continuous short-day treatment (A), or elongated as a result of a transfer of the
planttolong-dayconditions(B).

mers of in klimaatkasten, waarin de temperatuur en de fotoperiode geregeld
konden worden.
2. In een inleidende proef werd het fotoperiodieke gedrag van 14rassen onderzocht. De planten werden opgekweekt bij 15fotoperioden varierend van 6
tot 24 uur. In alle onderzochte rassen werd waargenomen dat verlenging van
dedaglicht periodemetTL-licht(intensiteit 6000erg/sec/cm2) eentoenamevan
de stengellengte, de internodienlengte, het aantal bladeren en het bladoppervlak teweegbracht (Hoofdstuk III,§ 1.1).
3. Opgrondvanverschillen invegetatievegroeiwerdenviertypenvanrassen
onderscheiden (Hoofdstuk III, §1.1). Proeven overdevegetatieve groeiwerden
hoofdzakelijk uitgevoerdmet rassen waarvan degroei door korte fotoperioden
geremd werd, nl. de rassen Ex-Lafia-A en Ex-Bukuru-A. Bij korte fotoperioden stond de groei in deze rassen stil voordat bloei optrad, terwijl bij
lange fotoperioden de groei gedurende minstens 6 tot 7 maanden doorging
zonder dat bloei optrad. Indien degroei eenmaal in korte fotoperioden geremd
was, bleek het onmogelijk te zijn deze remming nog ongedaan te maken door
een behandelingmet langefotoperioden (Hoofdstuk IN,§2.2).
4. Aangetoond konwordendatdebladerendekorte-dagstimuluspercipieerden en dat de gevoeligheid van de plant voor een korte-dag behandeling toenam met een toenemend aantal bladeren (Hoofdstuk III, §2.3). Naarmate de
planten ouder werden had een behandeling met korte fotoperioden sneller een
groeiremmmgten gevolge(Hoofdstuk III,§ 2.1).
5. Wanneer de planten opgroeiden in lange dagen die vooraf gingen aan
kortedagen, dan bleek degevoeligheid van debladeren voor dekortedag aanmerkelijk tezijn afgenomen of geheeltezijn verdwenen; met andere woorden,
de lange-dag behandeling bleek een nawerking te hebben op de gevoeligheid
van debladeren voor korte dagen (Hoofdstuk III,§2.4).
6. In het algemeen oefenden bladeren die aan korte fotoperioden werden
blootgesteld een remmende,bladeren dieaan lange fotoperioden werdenblootgesteld een stimulerende invloed uit op de stengelstrekking. De remmende invloed van een korte-dag behandeling kon gedeeltelijk worden opgeheven door
hettoedienenvangibberella-zuur(Hoofdstuk IV,§ 1). Deinvloedvan gibberella-zuur op de stengelstrekking in het ras Ex-Lafia-A was sterker dan in de andere rassen. Eenovereenkomstigeffect deed zichvoor indien de lichtintensiteit
gereduceerd werd (Hoofdstuk III,§2.5).
7. Bij proeven in klimaatkasten, waarbij de temperatuur werd geregeld,
bleek dat in korte fotoperioden eendagelijkse wisselingvan detemperatuur de
stengelstrekking bevorderde. De dag-temperatuur werd op 30°C gehouden.
Een nacht-temperatuur van 20°C was gunstiger dan een van 15°C (Hoofdstuk IV,§2).
8. Deresultaten dieinonzeproevenwerdenverkregen,kunnenmogelijkverklaard worden door aan tenemendat het effect vandefotoperiode opdegroei
van enkele cowpea rassen veroorzaakt werd door een evenwicht tussen groeistoffen enremstoffen. Verondersteld werd dat inkorte fotoperioden remstoffen
en in lange fotoperioden groeistoffen werden geproduceerd.
9. Het effect van defotoperiode opdebloeiwerd nagegaan in enigeproeven
waarbij het rangnummer van de knoop waarop de eerste bloeiwijze aan de
hoofdas verscheen werd aangenomen als het criterium voor de bloeireactie;
de fotoperioden die gebruikt werden varieerden van 6 tot 24 uur (Hoofdstuk
V, § 1).De resultaten toonden aan dat de cowpea beschouwd kan worden als
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een korte-dag plant. Dit met uitzondering van het ras.Early Red, dat duidelijk
een ambi-fotoperiodieke reactie Het zien, een reactie-type dat in de literatuur
tot nu toe slechts voor twee andere plantesoorten werd vermeld.
10. Bij de onderzochte rassen bleken fotoperioden varierend van 8 tot 11
uur optimaal tezijn voor deaanlegvan bloeiwijzen.
11. Het eerste bloemgestel werd bij de meeste rassen nooit lager gevonden
dan de derde knoop van de hoofdstengel. In entproeven werd echter aangetoond dat de aanleg van bloeiwijzen eveneens plaats kon vinden op de eerste
en tweede knoop (Hoofdstuk V, § 2.4).
12. Van sommige rassen reageerden de primaire bladeren reeds op een
korte-dag behandeling doch er kon aangetoond worden dat deze bladeren minder gevoelig waren voor de fotoperiode dan de hoger geplaatste bladeren
(Hoofdstuk V, §2.2 en 2.3). Het ontstaan van bloeiwijzen op bepaalde knopen
aan de hoofdstengel van de rassen Early Red en Obligo Negro duidde er op
dat de maximale gevoeligheid van de planten voor de fotoperiode bereikt werd
wanneer het vierde ofvijfde blad was ontvouwd.
13. Lange fotoperioden bei'nvloedden de inductie in daarop volgende korte
fotoperioden inderassenEx-Lafia-AenEx-Bukuru-A(Hoofdstuk V,§2.2en3.2).
14. Van de generatieve ontwikkeling van de cowpea werden drie stadia
onderzocht, nl. de aanleg van de bloeiwijze (Hoofdstuk V, § 4.2), de ontwikkelingvan de bloeiwijze en de eigenlijke bloei. De ontwikkeling van de bloeiwijze
bleek geremd te worden door niet-inductieve daglengien. Dit kwam vooral in
sterke mate tot uiting wanneer de vegetatieve groei werd gestimuleerd (Hoofdstuk V,§ 4.3). In de kas bleek het openen der bloemen bepaald te worden door
de overgang van daglicht naar hetzij lamplicht van lage intensiteit, hetzij
duisternis. In deklimaatkasten bleek dat onder gecontroleerde omstandigheden
van licht en temperatuur de eigenlijke bloei uitsluitend bepaald werd door de
overgang van licht naar donker; indien de donker-periode lang genoeg was
openden de bloemen zich altijd ongeveer 12uur nadat de planten de donkerperiode waren ingegaan (Hoofdstuk V, § 4.4).
15. Indien de inductieve omstandigheden voor bloemaanleg sub-optimaal
waren, traden er veelvuldig onderbrekingen op in devolgorde waarin de bloeiwijze-primordia werden aangelegd op opeenvolgende stengelknopen. Bij de
rassen Early RedenOmbligo Negrowerdendergelijke onderbrekingen echterin
practisch allegebruikte fotoperioden waargenomen, doch inkorte fotoperioden
bleef dit verschijnsel beperkt tot de eerste 8 of 9 knopen (Hoofdstuk VI, §1).
Verschillende factoren zijn onderzocht om een verklaring te vinden voor deze
tijdelijke onderbrekingen van de bloem-aanleg. Er werd aangenomen dat
dergelijke onderbrekingen het gevolg waren van een ongunstige verhouding
tussen de beschikbare bloeistimulus en de snelheid van de vegetatieve groei
(Hoofdstuk VI, §2, 3en 4).
16. De vorming van een eindelingse bloeiwijze bij het ras PI 221731 werd
onderzocht. De resultaten van een ontbladeringsproef duidden erop dat bij dit
ras de mate van fotoperiodieke inductie die nodig is voor de aanleg van bloeiwijzen kennelijk gering is(Hoofdstuk VII).
17. Het voortdurend verwijderen van bladeren, hetzij boven de primaire
bladeren, hetzij boven het eerste, tweede of vierde drietallige blad, beinvloedde
het aantal bloemen. Het voorkomen van de vruchtzetting bevorderde devegetatieve groei en het aantal bloemen, terwijl de bloeiperiode aanzienlijk werd
verlengd (Hoofdstuk VIII).
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